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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
NO. 116.

SANTA FE, N. M., WEDNESDAY, JULY 6, 1904.

VOL. 41.

FATAL WRECK.

UNTERRIFIED
CLANS

A

Runaway Passenger Coach Jumps
Track, Killing Three and Injuring
Forty-seven-

.

FIFTY YEARS OF THE
REPUBLICAN PARTY

CELEBRATE

NAVAL

THE
PARTY BIRTHDAY

The

of the Republican
Party Commemorated Today.

SUCCESSES

Russians - Vladivos-toc- k
Cripple Creek, July 6 Three men
Jackson,
Michigan, July 6 Five Reported by
are dead, one fatally injured and 46
in
Loomia
assembled
thousand people
Squadron Said to Have
City- -- Large Attendance-Jo- hn
others severely injured by a wreck on
Park here today to celebrate the Rfti
on
Line
Been Victorious in Rea passenger train
the Short
eth anniversary of the birlh of the Re
S. Williams Temnear Cameron, last night. Dead are:
0.
in
this
city. July
publican party
cent Fight.
Dr. H. S. Torrence and T. P. Airheart
1854. It was here on that date, that
porary Chairman.
Denof
of Cripple Creek, Joseph Kerns
the first state convention, acting under
ver. Mr. Airheart was a well known
the name "Republican," was held. The GENERAL OKU RETIRING
Semi-Centenni- al
Cripple Creek capitalist.
FIRST CHEERS
state ticket named on that day went
The cause of the accident was the
through a heated campaign to election
breaking of the brake rigging which
success. Secretary of State John To
FOR TEXAS allowed
day
Concentrate on Port Arthur Reckthe passenger coach to run
who was private secretary to
Hay,
a
of
on
a
distance
steep grade,
away
less Bravery of Japs Greatly AdAbraham Lincoln, the first Republican
it
where
Cameron
below
two
miles
The
was
of
orator
the day.
president,
mired at St. Petersburg.
Bryan Received Ovation Presiding Of jumped the track in a rocky cut and
A century is but a moment of his them. In May, 1854, after several vice
candidate on the ne
presidential
sevficer's Eloquent Speech -- Coliseum
of
to
months
which
that
turned over on its side.
often
debate,
passionate
happened
Liao Yang, July 6 There are per
tory; it has
ticket, Fairbanks, also deliv
listened with feverish in- publican
eral of them have passed away, since the
Beautifully Decorated.
ered an address. A number of distin- sistent rumors that a hot engagement
men began to record their deeds, with terest. Congress passed the bill organ- guished personages were present.
occurred today to the northward of
NOTORIOUS CHARlittle change in the physical aspect or izing the territories of Kansas and NeGensan between the Russian Vladivos-stoc- k
St. Louis, July 6 The Democratic
of
the
the moral progress of the world. But braska, omitting the restrictions
and the Japanese squadrons,
toconvened
here
convention
national
ACTER KILLED at other times of intense action and Missouri compromise which excluded
to the Rus
FLOODS
THREATEHIH6.
which ended favorably
day in the exposition building. Long
spiritual awakening a single genera- slavery from them. This action at once
sians.
before the doors were swung open
form an epoch; and few per- precipitated the floating
tion
Reckless Daring of Japs.
vast crowds thronged the streets in Mike Ryan, a "Bad Man," of Denver, iods may
A mighty Kansas
Rivers Swollen By Rains
of equal duration in political an- sentiment of the country.
St. Petersburg, July 6 A few nights
Shot By the Town Marshal of
the vicinity of the main entrance. The
Endangering Lives and Propnals have been so crowded with great cry of resolute indignation arose from
ago Admiral Togo sent four torpedo
Fort Logan, Colorado.
preliminary skirmishes have taken
erty.
events as the 50 years we celebrate one end of the land to the other. The
boats into Port Arthur harbor for the
nominafor
contest
place and the big
the oaks of Jackson on hollow truce, founded upon the legitiUnder
of sinking the ships at an
today.
purpose
Denver, July 6 Mike Ryan, one of the 6th of July, 1854, a party was mate compromises which had been obtions for President are now on in earnKansas City, July 6 All the Kansas chorage. Two of them were sunk by
est. The decorations of the hall were the most notorious Denver hard char
rising, as the result of the shore batteries and one was cripbrought into being and baptized, which served in good faith by one side and streams-ar-e
of a most elaborate kind and the gen- acters, a saloon keeper and a general ever
answered the purposes ruthlessly violated by the other, was at heavy rains in the past 24 hours, and pled, while the fourth escaped. Though
has
since
eral effect pleasing. The hall is a vast bad man, was killed last night in of its existence with fewer follies and an end. Men began to search their serious floods are threatened, from it is believed another
destroyer parti
amphitheater and all participants in Hoolihan's saloon at Fort Logan. The failures and more magnificent achieve- consciences instead of the arguments two to four inches of water have fallen cipated in the attack, only four sucwas
done
Hoolihan
is
who
by
the ccnvention proceedings occupy shooting
ments than ordinarily fall to the lot of political expediency. A discussion during that time and a worse flood ceeded in getting in. The reckless
positions on the main floor which also town marshal at the fort. Ryan of any institution of mortal origin. of the rirfht and wrong of slavery be- than any that has preceded it. is
of the Japanese in going to alforms an ellipse, the chairman's plat- had been drinking and Hoolihan claims And even the beginning of the end is came general; the light was let in, fa- threatened at Emporia, where the Cot bravery
most certain destruction excites nothrishim
that
threatened
because
of
Ryan
form with ample seating capacity
not yet. This historic party is only tal to darkness. A system which de- tonwood and Neosho Rivers are close
but admiration here.
ing at the center in the rear. The sec- some trivial remark made by Hoolihan. now in the full maturity of its power graded men, dishonored women, de- to the high water mark and rising at ing General Oku's Army Retiring.
He
directalso
is
to
tried
to
the
that.
allotted
alleged
Ryan
tion
delegates
for good. We look prived little children of the sacred so- the rate of four inches per hour. At
Liao Yang, July 6 General Oku's
draw a revolver on the marshal but and its capacity
ly in iront of the platform.
of unparalleled use- lace of home, was doomed from the Salina, the river is rising and three army is
a
back
past
upon
retiring, evidently witn tne ob
the latter was too quick for him.
Texas Received the First Cheers.
fulness and glory with emotions of hour it passed into the arena of free feet more will cover (he eastern part ject of concentrating at Port Arthur.
St. Louis, July 6 The first ripple of Ryan had been in Denver for twenty- - thankfulness and
pride; we confront debate. And even if we shut our eyes of the city.
The siege guns are being placed in po
that went across the conven- nve years ana his lire had been a
applaur-Farms in the lowlands are already
its exacting problems to the moral aspects of that heartless
and
future
at Kin Chou.
tthe
tion hall, came from the galleries when stormy one. He had served time in with a confidence born of the exper- - system, and confined ourselves to the flooded. The Gypsum city is flooded. sition
Heavy Rains Falling.
was
the
bearand
to
marched
in,
mainly
penitentiary
the Texas delegation
and examination of its economic merits, it The water is in the houses and streets
difficulties surmounted
ence
of
Mukden.
July fi Rain is falling very
blame
for the quarrel which led to the
ing their flag of red, white and blue
in paths more was found to be wasteful and ineffi- and at other points much damage was heavily here. Several Chinese bridges
achieved
triumphs
with .single star. This was at five murder of William Malone by Samuel
have been carried away. All move
thorny and ways more arduous than cient. The Americans are at once the done by the high winds.
minute? to twelve and up to that time Emerich a few months ago.
to challenge the most sentimental and the most pracare
that
likely
ments of large bodies of troops and
any
not a hand clap had been given to a
oi me tical of peoples and when they see
courage ana tne conscience
transports is stopped.
man entering the hall. The platform
which is to follow us. it is that an institution is morally revolting, BEH. BARER IN
generation
naof
the
was crowded with members
sentation in both the House and in the meet that at this stage of our journey and, besidfo. does not pay, its fate is
tional committee but the crowd paid electoral college if it is found that suf- we should review the past and read its sealed.
DR. BflBUl'SJXPLOBBTIflHS.
no attention to them. Exactly at noon. frage has been "unconstitutionally limHEW
Yet the most wonderful feature of
and in its light take heart for
lessons,
Chairman J. K. Jones of the national ited." If "unconstitutionally limited" what lies beyond.
that extraordinary campaign which
The Scientist Now in Santa Fe Prepar
committee, called the convention to or- it is a matter for the courts. But the
The Republican party had a noble then began and which never ceased
Research of
ing for Extensive
on
the
All
platform real meaning of the plank is to reduce
der. His appearance
was purged of its deadly Says the Land of Manana is
Right,
origin, it sprang directly irora an until the land
New Mexico Cliff Dwellings.
But Wants Single Statehood.
brought forth loud cheers from floor the southern representation without re aroused and indignant national con- sin, was that even in the very "tempest
Rev. Henry M. Baum of Washington,
and galleries. Shortly after, William ducing the other states, whenever, in science. Questions of finance, of poli- and whirlwind of .their passion" the
D.
ft, editor of the journal "The
and
seen
J. Bryan was
by the crowd,
The New Mexican takes the occa
the south, the negroes are disfranchis tical economy, of orderly administra- great leaders of the Republican party
Records of the Past' has arrived in
wnn
cheered. After roll call was read a ed, not as such but because of their tion,
an
within
the
mointerview
to
their
sion
agitation strictly
kept
republish
passed out of sight for the
the city and for the present is the
prayer was offered by Rev. John E. ignorance, by educational
qualifica- ment, to be tahon up and dealt with limits of t'c POjqEf'ittlfinn anil the law. Hip assor.ia'te iustice. Benjamin S. Bakevfor
demand
territorial
'iui
of
the
Supreme tuott, guest of Rev. and Mrs. W. R. Dye on
er,
Cannon of the Grand Avenue Baptist tions or other constitutional means. later on. But in 1854 the question that There was
gueal
who with Mrs. Baker is now in Omaha Palace Avenue, ur. Daimi is here to
Church of St. Louis. During the invoOur platform will favor a revision brought the thinking men together en an amendment to the organic instruan expedition wnicu is tu excation the convention stood. The con- and reduction of tariff by friends of was whether there should be a limit to ment. They pleaded tor the repeal of and which appeared in a recent num- organize
the cliff dwellings and other an
plore
Bee.
is
with
It
of
Omaha
gratias
inconsistent
18G1
the
ber
very
statutes
when
vention cheered loud and long
unjust
the masses and not by tariff beneficiar- the aggressions of slavery; and in
cient ruins in the western and northTemporary Chairman John Sharp Will- ies and their representatives alone. that solemn inquiry turned to one still the constitution, but did not advocate fying to note that the judge has placed western part of the Territory as well
iams was introduced. Mr. Williams Especially will the tariff be taken off more portentous. Should the nation their violation, Only among the more himself on record as being in favor as in Santa Fe County for the purpose
delivered his speech calmly and with- from trust made goods to points where live 6V die? The humblest old Repub obscure and ardent members of the of single statehood for New Mexico. of
historical and archaeolog
out gestures. His voice was clear but foreign competition may enter the lican in America has the right to be party was there any demand for the When the judge in his interview says icalscientific,
Two assistants are
research.
We are all for single statehood" he is
not powerful and at first failed to reach American market when the combine proud that in the days of his youth in abolition of slavery, but the whole parDr. Baum and the remainder, inwith
correct.
for
the
and
a
rock
principle absolutely
unqualifiedly
all parts of the hall.
raises the price of the American the presence of these momentous ques ty stood like
will
must be Single statehood, the people of New cluding a surveyor, of arrive shortly.
exor
to the point
consumer
John Sharp Williams' Speech.
one
tions he judged right; and it ne is that the damnable institution
the latest and
has
Dr.
Baum
adminis sleeping in his honored grave his chil content with what it had already got, Mexico want and will have. They will most improved cameras for the purSt. Louis, July 6 John Sharp Will- tortion. Under Democratic
anfor
to
be
any
statehod
no
not
allowed
take
humbug
pollute
joint
iams began his speech with the state- tration, rights of labor will be recog dren may justly be giaa or nis ueci-sio- and must
of taking views and has brought
other inch of free soil. On this im- cause and will vote down any constitu pose
ment that St. Louis was a most appro- nized as no less "vested no less
2,700
plates with him which indicatesin
they made their tion for joint statehood which may be
sacred", no less "inalieniable," than
It was not so easy 50 years ago to pregnable ground
priate place for holding the Democratintends to do some work
he
that
now
bill
which
should
the
convention
mass
to
them
submitted
ic convention at this time when cele- the rights of capital and both will be take sides against the slave power as stand; and the
and from his well known
line
that
viin 1854, while the
pending in Congress become law. The
an energetic and thor
as
brating the centennial anniversary of dealt with justly and impartially ac it mav seem today. Respect for the assembled here
reputation
of the guns interview reads:
the acquisition of the Louisiana terri- cording to their rights.
vested rights of the southern people brations of the thunder
and
intense enthusiast iu
explorer
ough
of
of
S.
Baker, judge
'Hon. Benjamin
It is not like the white man, as the was one of our most sacred traditions. and the shoutings of the birthday
tory, an anniversary of real, not
and
ancient
history, it is
archaeology
in
gave a the Second Judicial District of the
one of the
pseudo expansion, expansion where a white man who is injured by the recur- It was founded on the compromise un- Liberty yet lingered to the air,
that
every
conclude
to
safe
the new party, Territory of New Mexico and associate
white man could live and settle, not rence of force bill days can always til the public mind might rest in the nucleus and a name
Dr. Baum carries
used.
be
will
plates
cain
is
But destined to a great and beneflcient
justice of the Supreme Court,
so called expansion by the mere super- maintain himself. It is business, com- hope of its ultimate extinction.
ot
the an Omaha on a trip of business and pleas- credentials from the commissioner
in
officials
imposed force of the flag and military merce, manufacturing, agriculture and after they had passed away, improve reer. Before the month ended,
other
and
affairs
men of five more great ure combined. He reached the city last Indian
authorities." The chairman then took negro himself. This is but the enter- ments in the culture and manutacture
for him the
bespeaking
Washington
him
evening. After he had expressed
up the Republican national convention ing Wedge to a new period of "south of cotton made this uneconomic form states adopted the" name "Republican,"
courteous attention and Kina treatwhich he criticised as a cut and dried ern reconstruction." It is the begin of labor for the time profitable, and and under that banner Congress was self in regard to these facts Judge Bak ment of all officials whom he may
a
national
two
later
continued:
er
years
affair, with everything dictated in ad- ning over of an old scheme, revived what had been merely tolerated as a carried and
in the south' 'New Mexico
is all right. The meet during his research
vance. He also took up the speech of for political advantage, and to retain temporary necessity began to be up- party assembled at Pittsburg and
west.
who stockmen are suffering for want of
Temporary Chairman Root and criti- as a Republican asset the solid south held as a permanent system. Slavery nominated Fremont and Dayton,
votes of sweeping the rain on the ranges as well as the farm
few
a
failed
by
cised it piece meal, and then, turning negro vote in the northern states.
in
itself
every
department
entrenched
ers in the valley. The Territory is in
Mr. Williams then turned his atten of our public life. Its advocates domi- north.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
his attention to the platform, treated
Governor
financial condition.
will
good
Who of us that was living then
it in the same manner. Among other tion to his own party and said they nated Congress and the state legisla
matters he objected to the statement would nominate a man for President tures; they even invaded the pulpit ever forget the ardent enthusiasm of Otero has given us a first, classall busi
Accounts
for In
Session
Yesterday
in their platform that the Republi- who will not warp legislative or judi and grotestesquely wrested a few those days? It was one of those per- ness administration. We are
Ordered
to
$2,300
but
New
for
Mexico,
Amounting
statehood
cans had fought a successful war with cial functions, who will not recklessly texts of scripture to their purpose. iods, rare in the life of any nation, single
Paid.
members of Congress are
Spain. He said he believed that the violate international usages, who will They gave the tone to society; even when men forget themselves, and, in it seems the
commissioners
of
for
board
are
county
but
The
giv
us,
all
in
of
nearly
preagainst
and
will
he
imitated
whole
the
of
was
war was fought by
country. not keep people guessing what
interest,
spite of habit,
the southern accent
all day. The
session
in
with
was
us
yesterday
statehood
Arizona
wherjointly
stateing
He showed that the Republican
do next. It will nominate him on a our schools and colleges:
judice, follow their consciences
consumed
by auditing
was
disad
and
forenoon
"There are advantages
ment that the hard times of 1893 were platform ignoring dead issues and deal
If the slaveholders had been con- ever they may lead. In the clear, keen
accounts and
and
bills
On
and
this
in
joint
approving
in
jointure.
men
cer
vantages
best
tones
Cleveland
in
was
abroad
the
administration, ing with every live issue
due to the
tent with their unquestioned predomi- air that
t
statehood we are much like the two attending to routine county business-Iwas inaccurate as the hard times be- tain and unmistakeabie.
nance, they might for many years the country drew deeper breaths and
of
the
jusseveral
week
was
that
cook
found
were
to
Senator Bailey Made Chairman
gan in Harrison's administration. He
have controlled our political and social rose to a moral height they had not campers. They
in the city limits
St. Louis, July 6 It was announced world. It was natural for the conser- before attained. The movement was about. If either complained of the tices of the peace
also pointed out other features in the
of
the
to
habit
in
were
take
the
had
charging fees in
he
up
Republican platform which he showed today that United States Senator vative people of the north to say: "We universal. Summer in the east, Sew other's cooking balance of that week cases of violation of city
ordinances to
to be fallacies. Mr. Williams said that Bailey of Texas had been agreed upon deplore the existence of slavery, but ard in New York, Chase in Ohio, Bates burden for the
criminal proof
one
under
week
one
alleged
meal
of
first
The
sent
the
Civil
county
all
Demoof
outbreak
the
in
of
to
we
1801
the
the
snouia in Missouri, Blair
for permanent chairman
Maryland,
from
we arc nil to blame for it:
of the Terriname
a
the
out
would
under
he
ascenceedings
cratic convention.
War the Democrats were in the
not cast upon our brethren in the south forth their identical appeal to the high them, thinking a batch of bring
commissioners
The
county
biscuit, put tory.
s
of the time and Tammany Concedes to Parker's Nom- the burdens and perils of its abolition. er motive; and in Illinois, where tne protest, baked
dency,
in about equal portions of salt promptly put a stop to this practice.
nine-tentination.
of the time our people were
We must bear with the unfortunate most popular man in the state boldly ting
care and flour. When his companion sam The reports of the justices of the
an- condition of
St. Louis, July 6 Tammany
prosperous beyond all precedent as
things and take our share- and cynically announced, "I don't
voted
or
contem
pled one of them he exclaimed: 'Lord, peace have heretofore been rendered
slavevoted
is
the
the
after
with
up
adjournBut
nounces
other
whether
that
people,
slavery
compared
directly
of its inconveniences."
in the Spanish
language and it is
re
it is salty; but, I like it, I like it.'
to
to
will
new
content.
their ment of the convention today, they
the nation,
down," a voice,
poraneous with them or prior
holding party could not rest
"
time that all reports
Baker
fine.
Mrs.
about
it
is
is
Omaha
looking
thought
hold a meeting and withdraw their ob- The ancients said that ma'dness was plied. "There are some of us who do
time.
sev- of county and precinct officials were
tor
be
will
We
me.
here
with
is
conis
not
nothing
the
wrong,
If
care.
Parker.
They
gods.
slavery
As Mr. Williams proceeded, his voice jections to Judge
the fate of those judged by
Lincoln eral weeks, with headquarters at the made in the English language hereafContinual aggression is a necessity of a is wrong" and Abraham
increased in volume and he was listen cede to his nomination.
unMillard. I am mixing pleasure and ter. Up to yesterday the bondsmen of
Committee Appointed.
ed to very attentively.
false position. They felt instinctively came upon the field not to leave it
colbusiness. I am as enthusiastic over the late treasurer and
death.
Demoin
6
new
were
was
The
St.
triumphant
permanently til he
Louis, July
that if their system
into
not
Concerning Tariff Policies.
had
Knaebel
G.
paid
W.
and
the
Mexico
New
of
city
future
lector,
the
to
Colorado, to endure it must be extended, and
committee includes:
I have no right to detain you at this
Touching on tariff Mr. Williams said cratic I.
the the county treasury the sum of $5,000
Texas, R. M. Johnson; attain this object they were ready to hour in recounting the history of those of Albuquerque as ever. We have
the perfectly ideal protective policy John Mulllns; E.
and
resources
the
peoas required by the county commissionnatural
Mexclimate,
twain
New
in
rent
Osborne;
John
memorable days. Two incidents of the
risk everything. They
"
would be one which did not admit a Wyoming,
us.'
see
and
ers to be paid on July 1.
Come
ico, H. B. Fergusson.
the compromises which had protected long battle will never be forgotten. ple.
single possible competitive product of
bulThe accounts against the county apthe
includes:
Committee
on
down
resolutions
tore
and
was
so
political
the physical
One
long. They
them
another country to a 'protectee: Colorado, C. S.
ACCIDENT.
JULY
OF
FOURTH
paid
and ordered
Josrestricted
once
proved, audited
Thomas; Texas,
contest for the possession of Kansas,
warks which had at
market. In so far as protectionism
Lawrence Lee, the sixteen year old amounted to $2,300.
W.
in
N.
David
and
and
Bailey;
confiding
eph
Wyoming,
on
with
courage
defended
carried
and
failure
a
them;
desperate
falls short of that result it is
actson of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lee, of AlNew Mexico, James
R. their
During the afternoon the board
strength and our patience they recklessness of consequences by the
from the protectionists' standpoint. Stlckney;
taxahand
and
left
poshis
and
lost
of
a
board
as
buquerque,
the
ed
Fitch.
equalization
party on the one side, and,
boldly announced and inaugurated
But as President McKinley said, we
on tion.
State Turns Parker Down. policy of the Indefinite extension of on the other, by the New England sibly the sight of his right eye exQuite a number of very well to
eannot always continue to sell without Nutmejj
the
of
Fourth
6 Senator
premature
by
St.
July,
Daniels
do
appeared before it and
Louis,
of
July
taxpayers
institution."
whose
aggression
farmers
weapons
was
buying. Plainly our foreign commerce of Virginia, will be chairman of the their "peculiar
The
cannon.
a
of
boy
toy
extreme
plosion
Jefnecessity and poverty
of
pleaded
Once embarked upon this fatal enter- were Bible texts and
had grown, not because of, but in spite committee on resolutions. The Massa
the contents into the can- and asked for reductions in assesscramming
defense
of
arms
whose
and
which
undone
been
ferson,
left nothing
of, obstructionis which have
chusetts delegation held a meeting to prise they
With words that non with his left hand when the toy ments which had been either raised or
up- were Sharpe's rifles.
placed in the current of trade. To sum day and defeated the motion to vote could contribute to the catastrophe The
blowing the hand off at the restored to last year's figures by the
ring even now when we read them, like exploded,
on which they were rushing.
up the Republican platform Chairman for Parker on first ballot.
wrist and throwing the powder into board. There was much rhetoric and
state
slave
1852
the
of
in
swords,
the
ruin
to
to
clashing
Williams said it obeys the precept
Whig party had gone
his face. Several physicians were im- considerable "hot air" used in trying
on account of the impossibility of com- men claimed Kansas as their right
"stand pat" in every respect except
in
the mediately called and the boy may re- to induce the commissioners to come
Keep your business ever before the bining the scattered elements of oppo- and the free state men replied
one, and that is the one in which well
cover.
to the opinions of these applicants and
ag- words of the prophet before Herod, "It
enough might have been left alone. public by adv rti.ing In your home sition to the party of
to adopt their views of the tax
And
to
her."
have
is
for
furnishnot
lawful
you
This is in regard to the plank which paper. A good advertiser always has gression; but they themselves
nevs.
Mexican
The
th
New
prints '
(Continued on Page 8fec)
ed the weapon which was to defeat
to reduce the southern repre-- success in any honest enterprise.
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the Hon.
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high Democratic circles it is asserted that the bricks to be thrown at
Candidate Roosevelt are to fly very
soon and that Democratic newspapers
and speakers will endeavor to go into
the heavy brick throwing business
seriously and strenuously. The Republican campaign managers need not
worry about this. If there is any man
in the United States who can stand
bricks thrown at .him and who can reRoosevelt,
taliate, ii is Theodore
Republican candidate for the presiden-

CO

cy A.

--

5

71
25

"I DO NOT UNDERSTAND YOU
NEW MEXICO PEOPLE! NONE OF
YOU SHOULD BE WILLING TO ACCEPT JOINT STATEHOOD, AS YOU
WILL GET SINGLE STATEHOOD
JUST AS SOON AS JOINT STATEMAKE YOUR FIGHT ON
HOOD.
THE SINGLE STATEHOOD LINE;
WILL HELP YOU HERE AND IN
REMARKS OF AN
WASHINGTON!''
OF THE
MEMBER
INFLUENTIAL
COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS IN
THE CHICAGO REPUBLICAN CONVENTION. THIS MAN HOLDS ONE
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PUBLIC POSITIONS IN HIS STATE AND
AND STRONG IN
IS PROMINENT
THE NATION'S CAPITAL.
.

Santa FV M M
Supreme and District Court Practice.
BENJAMIN

M.

READ,

N. M.

Office Sena Block.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

Palace

Av&

WILLIA.vI H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney-at-Law- .

OlICPS

T.RS

HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President

NAW MavIsw

District attnrrifv fnr TVna
.
" vtora,
"Ann
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties.

intra juaiciai uismct.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

twenty-sevent-

of

July

CHAS. F. EASLEY.
(Late Survevor
......
fienpml
AttnrTlAV.flt-T.aTmw.
, .Qorta
ma
juii,u i' c, i
Land and mining business a specialty.

other

j

oukl not sleep or eat,"
writes Mr." J C. Been, of 1 Berryman, Crawford
For two years tried medicine from
Co . Mo.
doctors but received very little benefit. I lost
flesh and strength, was not r.ble to do a good
I commenced
taking Dr. Pierce's
day's work
Golden Medical Discovery, and when I had
I
could
bottle
one
taken
sleep and my appetite
I have taken five
was wonderfully improved.
still
am
bottles and
improving."

Twasa

Pres-

total wreck

TTV,

v

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney-at-Law- .

The sole motive for substitution is to
permit the dealer to make the little more
profit paid by the sale of less meritoriHe .gains ; you lose.
ous medicines.
Therefore, accept no substitute for
"Golden Medical Discovery."

United States Designated Depositary.

Practices in the District and Sn- nreme Courts. PromDt and careful at
tention given to all business.
1
District Attorney for the Countlea
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Sao
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.
EDWARD C. WADE,

Post

Attorney-at-Law- .

re-

The Washington
cleverly
marks that the fact that be. 'as born
in Germany does not go so far toward
establishing Mayor McCTellan's ineligibility for the presidential nomination
as docs the fact that he is Tammany's
candidate.

General Kuropatkin and his army
have escaped Kuroki's forces. Heavy
rains brought this about. General Ku- oteinnM
rOki WaS CfltnnPllorl LI om1l
ami impassable roads to let Kuropatkin escape him. "Pat" is evidently a
great strategist, provided he has Dame
Nature on his side. As usual there is
a woman or what purports to be a woman in the case.

Judging by press dispatches from
Springfield. Illinois, where the Populists national convention is now assembled, these dear people will not cut
so very much ice in this year's cam
paign. It may be after all a clean cut
and straight fight, between the two
great parties. Snould this be the case,
the fray will be all the more interesting and lively.

y

tickets

'

1

arm

$1,409,918,742.00
322,047,968.00
73,718.350.93
381.226.035.53

2.

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

Thick and Juicy steaks at Bon Ton.

2-- 5

e

DENTISTS
DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz'
Store. South Side of Plaza,

307.871.897.50
73.354,138.03

Jewelrj

C. O. HARRISON, D. D. S...
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Stora.
On the Fiaza.

(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

34.949.672.27

Civil Engineers

JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.
JAMES H. HYDE,
EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,
Albuquerque, N. M.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,

Irrigation Work a Specialty.

U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Stenography

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE.
Stenography and Typewriting.
,,
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M,
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151
Notary Public, Stenographer? and Type-

writer. Translations

From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.

funeral Director

Office

with U.S. Attorney

for the

Court of Private Land Claims, reaeraj
Building. FRANCISCO DBLGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

GAilSTEO STREET
Night Calls

Best of Refeence Given as an EMEALMER.
RESIDENCE 'PHONE

ninnrloroft. "Nature's Roof Garden."
Season June 18 to September 30, 1904.

141.

First class short order meals at the
Bon Ton.

Tie ww

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany will do your job work with neatness and dispatch.

at "OUR PLACE"
Will Be Pound a Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trade.
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled

W. R. PRICE.

Pron.
"

Santa Fe.

N. Al.

5

i

P. F. HANLEY

H.iiiirMnj'iiisi'Lj

. Do Good,
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent. Taate Good SOc.
Kevcr Sicken, Weaken or Gripe. Mo,
Nevei
old in bulk. The genuine tablet .tamped COO.
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 590

103

2

Undertaker and

B

CANDY CATHARTIC

1

.

A. P. HOGLE

"I Hied CaRcarets and feel like a new man. I have
been a sufferer from dyspepsia and soar stomach
for the last two years. I have been taking medicine and other drugs, but could find no relief only
for a short time. I will recommend Cascareta to
nay friends as the only thing for indigestion and
our stomach and to keep the bowels iu good condition. They are very nice to eat."
Harry Stuckley, Manch Chunk, Pa.

mlwwVWtVwr

.

Osteopath.
Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chronle
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
p. m. Phoae 156.
m.,

Vice-Presiden- t.

Sour Stomach

J

.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
No.

Paid Policy holders in

the Santa Fe line
to Chicago and back with a ten days
stop over at St. Louis for $45.55.

Best For
The bowels

OSTEOPATHY

Assets Dec. 31. 1903 .
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities
Surplus

will be on sale over

A7f
m

OF THE UNITED STATES.
HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.

Income

1903

w.

Practice la the Supreme and DiatrteS
Court. Mining and Land Law a special
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building. Pal
ace Avenue, Saata Fe, N. M.

Dec. 31. 1903 . .
New Assurance Issued
in 1903

Keep your business ever before the
public b advertising in your home
paper. A good rdvertiser always has
success in any onest enterprise

REFORM SCHOOL.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the secretary of the board of trustees
of the Reform School of the Territory
of New Mexico up to 12 o'clock noon
of the 14th day of July, 1904, for the
erection of certain building, or buildings to be built at El Rito, Rio Arriba
County, New Mexico. Plans, specifications, and general instructions can
be seen at the office of I. H. and W. M.
Rapp, architects, East Las Vegas, N.
M., or Trinidad, Colorado.
Each proposal must be accompanied
with a certified check of four per cent
of the amount of the proposal, drawn
in favor of ihe secretary of the board
of trustees. The right is reserved to
reject any or all bids.
Address all proposals to Venceslao
Jaramillo, secretary of the board of
trustees, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Attorney-at-La-

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

Oustanding Assurance

The Wabash Railroad has just issued a handsome illustrated World's
Fair pamphlet containing a three color
map of St. Louis and the fair grounds
nd half tone views of the principal
buildings. A copy free upon request.
P. P. Hitchcock, G. A. P. D., Denver,
Colorado.

1,

Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

MONEY'S DIGEST.
The New IWexican Printing Commade
has
arrangement
pany
with the publisher of Money's Digest
. f 41, Hvi incAiu yict-tr- j sell the
same at the reduced price of $6.50,
delivered in any pat of the Territory.
This price will hold good only for a
limited time in order to reduce the
stock so as to pay for the publishing
of the book.. This price is subject to
without notice, cash to
withdrawal
accompany each order.

to September

FRANK W. CLANCY,

A. B. RBNEHAN,

Address: F. J. GHKNET & CO., Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by Druggist?. 7Se.
Take Hall i Family Pills for constipation.

1

NEW MEXICO.

LAS CRUCES,

DAILY NEW MEXICAN"

'THE

-,

From June

a specialty."

That THE NEW MEXICAN Prints All the
News. A good paper to have in yoar home in yotff
store, in your office or in yoar shop. If you wotdd
keep posted on the events of the day, subscribe for

therefore requires eonsti'utional treatment
J.
Hull's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by K.
is tlie only conCheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio,
on the market. It is takenstitutional cure
it, ,1,,- , from 10 drons to a teaand
spoonful. It acts directly on the bloodoffer
of the system. They
surfaces
mucous
one hundred dollars for any case It falls to
cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
,

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patent!

The People All Say;

Thert' is more Catarrh in this section of
put' together,
Country than all other diseuscs
and until the last few years was supposed to
For a great many years
be Incurable,
doctors pronounced it a local disease and
and by constantly
prescribed local remedies,
iniliug to cure with local treatment, proproven
says nounced it incurable. Science has
and
and catarrh to be a constitutional disease

It is expected that the Democratic
National Convention will declare in
favor of single statehood for each of
the Territories of New Mexico, AriTerriSocorro desires aid from the
Territory.
torial treasury and the Socorro Chief-- , zona, Oklahoma and Indian
to
tain expresses this desire in the follow This, of course, will not amount
con
are
states
as
the
as
much
far
ing editorial: "The Republican organ
ization of Socorro County will this fall eerned, but it will complicate matters
in tnis ierruoiy
pledge its candidate for the legislature political
to introduce and urge the passage of a
"The Republicans of this Territory
bill making a liberal appropriation for
the completion and enlargement of the will make a short campaign." Albudam and canal at the point of Socorro querque Citizen. This is not so very
Mountain. The fact that the citizens certain! The Democratic leaders wno
of Socorro have contributed so liberal- - propose to inaugurate a long cam-lfor the construction of this work of paign may force the Republicans to do
defense against the menacing and des likewise.
tructive floods that sometimes sweep
"It begins to look like a Democratic
down from the mountains will help
a year for New Mexico." Roswell Recgreatly to secure the passage of such
bill." Precedents for this sort of busi- ord. It may look like a Democratic
ness are quite numerous in New Mex- year now but it will be a Republican
ico legislative annals. The Thirty-fiftyear on election day in November
next. Never fear!
Legislative Assembly appropriated
for the construction of a dam at
Silver City and $2,500 for the relief of $390 FOR LETTERS ABOUT
the sufferers from the flood in the Mim-breTHE SOUTHWEST.
Valley two years ago. Whether
The Rock Island system offers 20
this kind of paternal business is of pub- prizes, of the aggregate value of $390,
lic good is however an entirely differ- for letters relative to the territory
ent question and when the Legislative along its lines in Arkansas, Kansas,
Assembly meets and it comes before it, Indian Territory, Oklahoma, Texas
should receive careful and thorough and New Mexico. Letters should deal
consideration.
with the writer's experiences since he
settled in the southwest. They should
The following from the Capitan tell how much money he had when he
News Is pretty correct and partly in- arrived, what he did when he first
correct: "The New Mexico delegates came, what measure of success has
to the National Republican Conven- since rewarded his efforts and what he
tion performed a great service for thinks of that portion of the country
The n which he is located. Letters should
statehood they did nothing."
New Mexico delegation to the Repub- not be less than 300 nor more than 1,
lican National Convention at Chicago 500 words in length and will be used
did great and good service in keeping for the purpose of advertising thf
a humbug joint statehood resolution southwest.
out of the national platform. To say Letters are desired not only from
that the delegation did nothing is ab- farmers and farmers' wives, but also
solutely incorrect and not based upon from merchants, school teachers, clerfacts. On the other hand, the asser- gymen; from everyone, in brief, who
tion that they did great service for the has a stor to tell and who knows how
to tell it.
people is true and correct.
For circular giving details, write
John
Sebastian, passenger traffic man
The Springer Stockman hits the
Rock Island system, Chicago, II
ager,
that
it
declares
when
head
on
the
nail
linois.
that
are
pleased
the people of Arizona
the Republican National Convention
visiting cards with or withrefused to indorse the joint statehood outEngravedfurnished
by the New Mexiplate
New
Mexico
of
idea, and the people
can Printing Company.

are also.

EUGENE A. F1SKE,

Attorney and Counselor at La

Santa Fe.
S. J. PALBN, Preside.

AND STRENGTH

A dispatch
from Indianapolis
that Thomas Taggert, Indiana'boss
politician, has arranged everything so
as to throw the vote of that state to
the Democratic candidates for the presidency and vice presidency in November next. This is really important if
true. There are, however, a great
many "doubting Thomases" who do
not believe that this particular Thomas
can carry out the job he has promised.

s

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Phone 66.
Offices Griffis Blocls.

Attorney-at-Law- ,

parties
publican party.
might make a stagger at it but won't
get very far. It is not in their make
up.

$5,-00- 0

0

PnWlBtl I RARTI FTT.
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.

1

h

The

--

M.

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
:
:
New Mexico
Santa Fe : :

J. E. Lscomc, Ptoprietof.

LOST FLESH

In he Republican Xational platform
it is said thai "neither labor nor capital shall break the law." This is excellent doctrine, but rather hard to enforce. The Republican party will undertake this enforcement and if there
is any party in this country that can
succeed in this direction, it is the Re-

THE SURVEY OF PUBLIC LANDS.
"We hope the surveyor general of
our Territory at Santa Fe will have the
BDBurveyed land in this vicinity survived this summer. It is high time al!
this land was surveyed and settled.
Then if a man can't take up as much
as he wants he can buy some more adjoining." Texico Trumpet.
The surveyor general of this Territory will as soon as the apportionment
of funds for surveying the public
lands in New Mexico is made by the
general land office take the necessary
steps to have such public surveys
made as arc required and are deemedt
srrcro-mobest for the intprtu o
the people here. It is unr,i
derstood that several townships in
Roosevelt County will be included in
these surveys. The apportionment is
not very large, and could with propriety be trebled or quadrupled. The
surveyor general has no discretion in
the matter. He must take the apportionment that is made for New Mexico and divide it as fairly and as justly
as is possible end is compatible with
the public interests. The apportion
ment will be known about the latter
nm-- t
nt this month and thou Surveyor
General Llewellyn will proceed to act.
t
The people of Roosevelt County may-reswill
treated
be
assured that they
as equitably and as justly as the funds
at his disposal will permit.

ST., &aJTA TB,

BAM FUANCI8CO

Restores

ident Roosevelt will be informed officially of his nomination as the candidate of the Republican party for the
His speech of acceptance
presidency.
of this, the highest honor in the gift of
the Republican party will monopolize
the attention of the country and will
be the key note of this campaign.
President Roosevelt knows what to
say at the right time and so as to attract, fix and hold the attention of the
i
people.

I

of

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popclar Gswss
it at 4

Dr. Pierce's
GOLDEN
MEDICAL
DISCOVERY

1). 1904.

On the

f

the finest brand

In

nh

intrant

Has on hand a

at Law.

Attorneys

OXFORD CLUB

precinct which was taken from Santa
LegislaFe County by the Thirty-fifttive Assembly and annexed to Rio Arriba County is this year $31,000, while
last year the precinct still being returned for taxable purposes in Santa
Fe County, the assessment amounted
to $98,000. It is therefore no wonder
that the people of that precinct were
clamorous to get into Rio Arriba County, where assessment values are rather
low when, compared with those of this
county. It is human nature and that
is all there is to it. At the same time
here is a case for the territorial board
of equalization for rather searching investigation.
h

PRINTING
MEXICAN
COMPANY, PUBLISH-R- S.
NEW

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
,
Daily, per week-- by carrier
$1
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
7
Taily, one year by mail
4
mail
six
by
months,
luily,
2
Daily, three months, by mail
2
Weekly, per year
1
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter
Weekly, per month

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

It is reported that the valuation or
me taxaoie property m io rp"""1?

Fine Wines. Liquors r Cigars
imported aad Native Wines for Family Use.
OUR SPECIALTIES OM Ccow, locBiayer. Qockenheimer Rye, Taylor
and Paston, Old Jordan and Monogram, Ky., Whiskies. SAW FRANCISCO STREET
SANTA FU. H. M

Sa-t-

EASILY PROVEN.

a

rc New

Mexican, Wednesday, Jaly 6, 1904.

stock; irrigated crops doing well; wat
er plentiful in river; no fruit prom
LOOK AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP
There is Not the Slightest Necessity
ised.
for Leaving Santa Fe to Look
lrucnas s. Martinez very dry, no
And so
You
For Proof.
CROP BULLETIN water; light shower close of previou
The experience given below by this
week.
do
OUR
We
TRAINS.
go
AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS
n
citizen' of Santa Fe Is
Twining A. Brend Several good
The proof he offers
rains have improved crops, but more
easily proven.
U, S, Department of Agriculture.
FOR SALE House and four lots
for his convictions can safely be left
needed.
Albert H. M. Hanson Local show cheap: $100 cash, $10 a month there
with the reader. It is a difficult mat
after. Inquire of S. H. Failor.
ers continue, vegetation flourishing
ter to describe an aching back or any
NEW MEXICO SECTION
or the ills caused by disordered kid
in
full
shower
progress;
shearing
FOR SALE A Densmore typewritneKs.
How to cure the trouble is of GLimUTE
CROP SERVICE mostly light and high winds dry out
With
Two
ing machine in first class condition.
soil quickly; rainfall 0.17 inch.
much more importance, and the most
Terms
reasonable.
New
at
the
Apply
AIL
Bloomfield
A.
w.
Fine
Ballinger
eaxctiug resi.ent of Santa Fe cannot
WEATHER BUREAU
rain 26th; first cutting alfalfa in stack Mexican office.
ask for any better authority on this
very good yield; crops making fine
point than that given by
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
In
With the New Mexico
Address the undersigned for full and reliable Information.
progress; San Juan River falling, but
Hilaho Sandoval, painter and paper
A few comfortably furnished
rooms W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
Weather Service.
more
can
water
much
be
than
used.
A. DULOHERY,
San
Francisco
hanger,
st., says: "Any
Dorsey Wm, C. Barnes No rain with use of bath. Apply at Claire HoCommercial Agent, El Paso, Texas- City of Mer'co.
m my calling requires a
xjuc
during week; hot weather dried out tel.
good sound back and if that part of his
Santa Fe, N. M July 5, 1904.
grass some and more rain would be ac
anatomy gives out or is weak, lame
The temperature averaged about
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
crops look good; first cutting
ceptable;
and aching for six or seven months, he
WHITE'S CREAM
degrees below normal. Local show alfalfa in progress, yield heavy; cattle Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
cannot perform the ordinary
other public and private use. Apply
day's ers are reported, heavy in localities doing well, calf crop large.
work without great
discomfort. My especially at the close of the previous
Most in Quantity.
El Rito P. Lopez Good showers to George E. Ellis, trustee.
Best in Quatitj.
backache never compelled me to stop week, when practically all sections of
and
more
rain
grass
growing
nicely;
to
work, but
For 20 Years Hat Lad all Worm Remedies.
say the least it was de the Territory were favored, in some indicated.
Booth's oysters any way you want
ciciedly irksome when in
the acute southern districts with the first heavy
lOXil
XiXj
Gallina Gavino Chavez Good rains them at Bon Ton.
ITI
stage. Gradually as I continued the rain in many months. Hail occurred in vicinity, but not
corn
for
enough
treatment with Doan's Kidney Pills in limited areas, but was not destruc which is
FOR SALE Standard make, up
For Sale By FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fe,
dry and promises small yield;
the tive as a rule,
procured at Ireland's drug store
right piano in good condition. One-hal- f
crops much reduced by drouth.
The showers have increased the sup
aching ceased and in a comparatively
uoiaen k. m. cariey Heavy rain its regular price. Call at Lutz's resl- ence on Montezuma Avenue.
short ypace of time totally disappear- ply of stock water, and benefitted Sunday, but hardly
enough to keep
ed."
corn, vegetables and fruits, especially grass growing long; range improved
HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts. in northern, and some eastern counties and water plentiful in lakes south of
Foster Milburn Co.. Buffalo, N. T., sole Range continues to improve, and station; sheep still suffering from lack Writes Fire, Life and Accident Insur
ance.
agent for the United States. Remem- though a few report lack of feed for of feed.
66.
Are sure Indications of soma form of stomach
Offices Griffin Block.
Phone
ber the name, Doan's, and take no sub- stock, by far the greater number show
Maxwell City Wm. French Good
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
sufficient growth for grazing, and in growing week; first crop alfalfa being
stitute.
next overtake yon. Don't riBk it, and above all
many northern districts stock is iin cut, fair yield; rainfall 0.56 inch.
Eat dinner tomorrow and play even
don' t take calomel or qmnine both are dangerous
is
and
Ton.
Bon
good
at
proving
the
Miera Frank Miera No rain dur
range
rapidly
Notice for Publication.
The irrigated farming areas continue ing week but grass very good and
(Small Holding Claim No. 26.0.)
to do well; further seeding is being stock improving fast; grass turning a
WANTED Man under 35 years of
DEPAKTMRNT OF THE 1 SNtKlOIi,
United Stat-- s Land Office Santa Fe. N. M. done on dry farming lands, the earlier little brown; light showers in vicinity age from Santa Fe, with fair educaJune 1, 194. Notice in hereby given that the sown
baa all their virtues none of their
on 1st; shearing in progress, with tion to prepare for lucrative governfollowing-name- d
claimant has Bled notice of
.Jl,al coming up. Fortunately
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
his intention to m ike final proof in lupport I tnere IS yet time tor some late grain light clip.
ment position. Begin with a salary
ot hid claim under sections 16 and 17 of the
regularly, will forestall headaches, put
A.
Caliente
and
fodder
of
Ojo
as
crops,
with
many
$800
vegetables
Joseph
increase
deserved.
Copious
1891
act of March 3,
the digest ivo organs in perfect condi(26 Stata.. 85(1. as amended
by the act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stnts., 470), and the outlook is therefore much showers, immense benefit to crops and Write at once, I. S. S., Box 570, Cedar
tion, head off biliousness, headaches,
and that said proof will be made before brighter. Grasshoppers have begun to range; stockmen jubilant as recent
liver ills, keep you in good health.
Rapids, la.
Tne Keglster or Receiver of the U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N M. on .luIv'M appear in northern Union County and rains insure feed on range for winter.
TRY IT
1931, viz- - Pancracio C de Baca for the Tract
Questa Antonio J. Gomez Plenty
WANTED For the U. S. army: able
SOo b. Bottle.
in Sec. 4. T. 13 N , R. 9 E..N. M, P M. He may cause some damage to alfalfa, the
All Druggists.
of rain, crops look good.
names the following witnesses to prove his harvest of which continues.
bodied, unmarried men. between ages
actual continuous adverse possession of said
Rowe Samuel Dean Light show of 21 and
The following extracts are taken
tract for tweuty years nxt preceding the
35; citizens of United States HERBINE is sold and guaranteed by FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fe
ers first of week and heavy toward of
sur.ey of tne township,
viz; Andres C. de from the reports of correspondents:
good character and temperate hab
N.
M.. Georze Truiillo
Baca, of Santa Fe.
and
Alma
Warm
Coates
Maurice
oak
brush
days last; grass
badly killed its, who can speak, read and write,
Kennedy. N. H.. Agapito Sena, Ambrosio
cool nights; irrigation water low; al out; stock in bad condition; the little
Pino, of Galisteo, N. M
English. For information apply to reAny person who desires to protest against talta
crop below average; stock in planting done just coming up.
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of
officer, 250 San Francisco
S.
Santa
Fe
U.
reason
and
condition.
under the laws
Weather Burea- u- cruiting
any substantia
good living
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Street.
regulations of the Interior Department why
Arabela A. M. Richardson
Heavy Gramma grass growing nicely; heavy
such proof should not be allowed will be
rains close of previous week have ef showers in canyon and water supply
km en an opportunity at the
Lamb
sweet breads at the
e
time and place to
the witincreased; prospects im- Bon Ton.fries,
nesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence fectually broken drouth; vegetation somewhat
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers.
in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
starting, sufficient for sheep aiid goats, proved; rainfall 0.16 inch.
Manijbl R. Uteko, Register
W.
will afford feed for cattle soon
Adams Heavy
Vermejo H.
BRUTALLY TORTURED.
Catskill John
Lane, Jr. Heavy rains last of previous week, and good
New Mexico
A case came to light that for per
Santa Fe
Cured of Chronic Diarrhoea After Ten rain close of
week; farmers showers last of this; vegetation mak- sistent and unmerciful
previous
torture
has
of
Years
perSuffering.
much encouraged.
ing good growth; some hail the 29th.
"I wish to say a few words in praise
Vallecitos A. C. Giron Insufficient haps never been equaled. Joe GoloCerro E. D. Leon Good rain close
bick
15
of
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and of
writes.
"For
Colusa,
Calif.,
previous week, not enough water for rain, but grass growing nicely; no ears I endured insufferable
Diarrhoea Remedy," says Mrs. Mattie
pain
alfalfa light crop in this grain.
irrigation:
Burge, of Martinsville Va. "I suffered section.
Watrous M. C. Needham Heavy from rheumatism and nothing relieved
me though I tried everything known.
from chronic diarrhoea for ten years
Chacon B. M. Lucero Good rain rain and hail afternoon of 2d (amountcame across Electric Bitters and it's
and during that time tried various 26th and 30th; wheat and oats not yet ing to 2.00 inches), destroying
gardens, the
medicines without obtaining any per
greatest med'eine on earth for that
started; good grass on mountains; orchards, etc.
trouble. A few bottles of it completemanent relief. Last summer one of stock
in fair condition.
Wagon Mound J. L. Gunn Heavy
Just as
ly relieved and cured me."
my children was taken with cholera
Chimayo Jose P. Trujillo General rain, with some hail, the 1st: range
morbus, and I procured a bottle of this
n good condition, stock doing well; good for liver and kidney troubles and
In poor condition
stock
rain;
debility. Only 50c. Satisfac
remedy. Only two doses were requirA. G. Morrow
Heavy rain vegetation only making fair growth. R. general
tion
ed to give her entire relief. I then de onCooney
by Fischer Drug Co.
guaranteed
T.
Maes
the 26th: dry the past, week; little
Heavy rain 1st, some hail,
cided to try the medicine myself, and
but no damage; lakes and water holes
on range.
grass
CROUP.
did not use all of one bottle before I
Costilla Wm. F. Myers Good rains full, stockmen well pleased ; good grass
was well and I have never since been
a
Is
violent
inflamaMon
of the mu
in
this
much benefit
neighborhood.
cous membrane of the wind pipe,
xoubled with that complaint. One close of previous week,on
watE.
CHARLES
to
LINNEY,
range;
grass
crops,
starting
cannot say too much in favor of that
Section Director which sometimes extends to the larynx
assured for the
wouderful medicine." This remedy is er supply practically
and bronchial tubes; and is one of the
present small acreage.
or sale by all druggists.
most dangerous diseases of children.
PAC!
When
bilious
B.
take
C.
Chamberlain's
ThreatenBosworth
Deming
It almost always comes on in the night.
conStomach
and
Liver
Tablets.
sale
no
For
rain; drouth
ing weather but
Give frequent small doses of Ballard's
Notice for Publication.
tinues severe.
by all druggists.
Horehound Syrup and apply Ballard's
(Small Holding Claim No. 2617,)
Geo. E. Beebe An
Elizabethtown
0BPAUTMHNI OF THE INIEBIOR.
Liniment externally to the
Snow
Twice
of
worth
.at
the
your money's
week,
United States Land Office. Santa Fe. N M. other good rain beginning
throat.
25c, 50c, $1. Sold by Fischer
Bon Ton.
May 28. 1901. Notice is hereb given that the helping range greatly.
Drug Company.
following-nameclaimant has filed notice of
U. S. Weather
Texas
El
Paso,
his intention to make final
in support
LOW RATES TO COLORADO.
The precipitation from Sepof his claim under sections proof
16 and 17 of the Bureau
The finest dinner In the city at the
act of March 3. 189i (26 Stats.. 854, as amended tember 30th, 1903, to June 26th, 1904,
Via Santa Fe.
I
Bon Ton.
by the act of February 2', 1891 (27 Stats., 470), was
ocDenver
0.53
0.09
inch
and
No trouble to
return
but
Colorado
$22.55,
sad that said proof will be made before
inch,
only
questions'
the Register or Receiver of the U.S. Land curred the 27th instant.
on
sale
Springs $19.55. Pueblo, $17.55,
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on July 20,
Frisco J. R. Milligan Heavy rain daily, good to return until October 31.
19J4, viz : Josa Gonzales for the Tract in Sec.
1HIPORT0HT CHANGE.
4, T. 13 N.. R. 9E . N. M P. M. he names
did Call on Santa Fe agents.
the following witness to prove his actual close of previous week, which
H.
to
more
needed
prevent
S.LUTZ,
continuous adverse possession of said tract much good,
for twenty years next preceding the survey further suffering and loss of cattle,
Agent, Santa Fe.
Passenger Schedule on the Santa
of the township, viz: Andres
C de Baca of
Fe Central Railway Daylight PasSanta Fe, N. M., George Trujillo of Kennedy, sheep and horses; alfalfa harvest unN. M., Agapito Sena, Ambrosio Pino of GalisBaseball Players and Foot Racers.
Between
der way.
senger Service
TIRA-IILST- "
teo, N, M.
Louis J. Kruger,
Folsom Jackson Tabor Nice show
Santa Fe and El Paso.
long
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of ers close of previous week, heavier distance foot racer of Germany and
any substantial reason, under the laws and
The Santa Fe Central Railway Comregulations of the Interior Department, south of station; irrigation water still Holland, writes, Oct. 27, 1901: "During
why such proof should not be allowed, will low; grasshoppers have begun to ap- my training of eight weeks' foot races pany will Inaugurate effective June 5,
be given an opportunity at the above mentioned time ana place to
the pear and will probably cut alfalfa at Salt Lake City, in April last, I used 1904, new passenger service between
Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. id. Mountain Time.
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer eviBallard's Snow Liniment to my great Santa Fe and El Paso, in connection
dence in rebuttal of that submitted by crop somewhat; stock generally doing
Syssatisfaction. Therefore I highly rec with the El
well.
claimant,
This handsome solid vestibuled train Direct connections made for all polata
Maniil R. Oi so, Register.
Gallinas Springs F. H. Clark Nice ommend Snow Liniment to all who are tem. This new service will be daily
showers close of previous week; grass troubled with sprains, bruises or rheu- and close connection will be made at runs through to New Orleans, Shreve-or- t North, Bast and Southeast.
WORKING NIGHT AND DAY.
For schedules, rates and other ftk
and St. Louis without change.
starting well in places; no general matism." 25c, 50c, $1 bottle Sold by Torrance, New Mexico, with the El
The busiest and mightiest little rain yet.
Los
formation
Carries
call on or address,
to
j
trains
Angeles
Fischer Drug Company.
through sleepers
System
and from El Paso and all points south, to Chicago and intermediate points.
Glencoe Anna Coe Warm days,
thing that ever was made was Dr.
King's New Life Pills. These pills cool nights; several good rains;
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton. east and west of El Paso.
R. W. CURTIS
Santa Fe Central train No 1 will
change weakness into strength, list- - grass starting nicely.
lessness into energy, brain fag into
A.
Viles Heavy Cheerfully Recommended for Rheu leave Santa Fe daily at 6 o'clock a. m.
Glorieta Geo.
Southwestern Passenger Agent
mental power. They're wonderful in shower first and close of week, grass
and arrive at Torrance, 10:25 a. m.,
matism.
EL PASO, TEXAS
a.
m.
health.
25c
10:30
the
and
leave
Torrance
arrive
Only
per starting rapidly; stockmen rejoicing.
building up
O. G. Higbee, Danville, Ills., writes,
box. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
E- - P. TURNER
It. O. LEONARD
Hobart W. H. Hough Frequent Dec. 2, 1901: "About two years ago I El Paso 6 p. m. El
showers during week, improving range was laid up for four months with rheuCen. Passenger and Ticket Aftnl
System train No.4 will depart from Traveling Passenger Agent
EL PA80, TEXAS
Notice for Publication
and corn; alfalfa doing finely, also veg- matism. I tried Ballard's Snow Lini- El Paso 7:25 a. m. arrive Torrance
DALLAS, TEXAS
(Small Holding Claim No. 2621.)
etables; fruit prospect better; wheat ment; one bottle cured me. I can 3:25 p.m. Santa Fe Central train No.
2 will leave Torrance 3:30 p. m. arDepartment of thb Interior,
promises little in many places.
cheerfully recommend it to all sufferUnited States Land Office. Santa Fe. N II.
in good ing from like affliction." 25c, 50c. $l. rive Santa Fe 8 p. m. Connection will
P.
Jemez
Drops
Meyer
is
1904.
Notice
June 1,
hereby given that the
also be made at Torrance with all
following-name- d
claimant has filed notice of condition, sufficient water for irriga- Sold by Fischer Drug Company.
his intention to make final proof in support tion heretofore, but supply running
trains to and from the east via the El
of his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the
and Rock Island
act of March 3. 1891 (26 Stats , 8S4) , as amended low; some aid from recent rains, and
Mexican calientes served only at the
El
all
by the act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats,, 470), hopes of ranchmen renewed; temperaSystems,
Bon Ton.
and that said proof will be made before
System trains will carry Pullman
or Receiver of the U. S. ture high at times.
'the Register
show-thLand Office at Santa Fe, N. M on July 20,
wide vestibule equipment, a
Good
Swift
Luz
La
Ernest
standard,
1904, viz i Manuel C, de Baoa for the Tract In
One .Lady's Recommendation
Sold standard and tourist sleeper, also
See! 4. T. 13 N.. R. 9 E., N. M. P. 11. He
26th, 30th and July 1st; warm
names the following guesses to prove his
Fifty Boxes of Chamberlain's
chair car. These trains will also car- ST. LOUIS
NIAGARA
actual continuous adverse possession of said days, cool nights; grass starting.
Stomach and Liver Tablets.
Las Vegas Wm. Curtiss Bailey
ry Rock Island System dining cars in
traot for twenty years next preceding the
I
I
of
:
C.
sold
boxes
Andres
de
via
of
the
have,
believe,
fifty
township,
survey
which all meals will be served.
Hard rain first of week and light show
Baca, of Santa Fe, N. M., George Trujillo, of
PALLS
Chamberlain's Liver and Stomach Tab-anCHICAGO
Attention is also called to the fact
Kennedy, N. M.. Agapito Sena, Ambrosio ers latter part; considerable hail 1st
on
one
recommendation
of
leta
the
Pino, of Galisteo, N.li.
El
and
the
that
2d; good growing week; rainfall,
Any person who desires to protest against
;Iady here, who first bought a box of Rock Island systems are paying espeNEW YORK
DETROIT
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of 1.33 inches.
tnem
She never cial attention to World's Fair travel.
about a year
any substantial reason under the laws and
Mineral Hill W. M. Nelson Heavy
merit
of
the
Interior
why
Depart
regulations
or teutng ner neignDors ana
It has been arranged for their trains
such proof should not be allowed will be rain 26th, and heavy rain and hail tires
BUFFALO
BOSTON
of to arrive in St. Louis in the morning
leav- friends about the good qualities
given an opportunity at the
two
storm
on
miles
north
30th,
tne wittime and place to
P. M. Shore, Druggist, and theirs' is the only line from the
nesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence ing ground white with hail; cattle these Tablets.
The pleasant southwest which has its own station
Indiana.
in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
Rochester,
picking up rapidly.
M ami el R. Otero. Register.
Mora Z. S. Longuevan Beneficial purgative effect of these tablets makes at the World's Fair grounds, and passshowers, revived grass and alfalfa; them a favorite with ladies everywhere engers traveling via this line may fit Shortest and Oatj Uae leaning Ore I Ova Traek trass Kama as City ea
NO PITY SHOWN.
For sale by all druggists.
leave the train at the World's Fair
Si. Loati to Nls$kra Vails sad Buttle. Wish UL ifsriera OeaTMiaaata,
conme
was
"For
ETv
and avoid the crowds and delay
gates
showers
first
up;
coming
planting
L- Ver
F. A.
tinuously"
at the Union Station.
IMPORTANT.
continue will have good crop of late
bena, Ala., "I had a terrible case of oats.
For passenger rates and other infornow has on
and Service Unexcelled
The
Fe
Santa
Central
piles causing 24 tumors. When all
A.
Bustamante
round trip tickets for $15, good for mation address or call on B. W. Rob-binsale
Pecos
Frequent
Three Solid Fast Taronah Trains Dally
failed Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured
some hail Thurs- return until September 30, to Cloud-crofgeneral passenger agent, Santa
me. Equally good for burns and all rains since Sunday,
New Mexico, the most famous Fe Central Railway, Santa Fe, New
slight damage.
aches and pains. Only 25c at Fischer day (30th), causing
lap-ovallowed oa att tickets vta Niagara FaOs. Meals serve la tat est
Sliver City Chas. H. Lyons Good summer resort in the southwest. For Mexico.
Drug Company.
rata Wabash Pslaee DtaSag Can. For ftrtar WynaaMaa taejolre at Ooaaem
local rain close previous week; grass urther information apply to B. W. Rob-binnam
t , MTCBCOCI. OwiieJ
The best is not too good for the Bon
G. P. A., Santa I'e Central Railjks Ag.au er address
starting a little, but much more rain
Ton.
The New Mexican prints the news.
needed before'marked improvement In way, Santa Fe, N. M.
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likely return to Santa Fe shortly and
take up his permanent residence here.
INCORPORATED I93
FSTABI,ISF,D 1856
Miss Nina Otero, who has been in
Las Vegas for several days the house
guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Davis,
came home last evening.
We carry the best line of
UTZ & DUNN'S
Town!
of
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Burstim left Chicago last Saturday for home, via St.
1 is bv the reason ol our immense Louis. They are now in the World's
Fair City and expect to return by the
In the City
shirt trade that we lay claim to the dis- end
Fot ladies, Misses and
of the week.
Children
of
the The following residents of Santa
tinctive term, "The Shirt Store
Cruz were intown today: Emeterio LoTOPSY HOSE
Town."
SHOES! SHOES!
S
THE SUPPORT ;0F4THE FAMILY
pez. Ramon Bustos, Ursulo Borrego.
We know that no concern gives the and Manuel Vigil. They were here on
IRON CLAD HOSE
For Men and Boys
THE PROTECTION OF THETJaTION
friends.
business
and
also
visiting
of
shirt fashions more serioos
For Men, Women and
stody
Chairman A. L. Kendall of the
Every pair guaranteed to
not
the
business
do.
shirt
result
achievement
in
a
The
is
satisfaction
we
than
Children.
equaled board of county commissioners, and
high
give
thought
in town from
Mrs.
are
niece.
Roberts,
elsewhere in our city!
Cerrillos. Mr. Kendall is in attendOur shirts are made for our trade exclusively. The designs and colorings are in ad- ance on the sessions of the hoard of
county commissioners.
vance of those shown by other shirt dealers.
Henry Grant, (he general merchant
Everything new in Madras and genuine French Percales, both plaited and plain negli- at Abiqulu, who went to E! Paso with
the Elks' excursion, left for home this
gee styles, either attached or detached cuffs.
J.
accompanied by H.
morning.
Come to the Shirt Store for your shirts. Prices range from 65c up to $ J .25 and $2.50. Young of the same town, who had also been on the excursion.
249-25- 3
Mrs. A. P. Hill arrived in the city
San Francisco St.
from Albuquerque to spend three or
'Phone No. 108
four weeks with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Evaristo Lucero, she was accomM
fjjd
d&
J&
M
panied by her little daughter and Ade- OUR SPECIALTY!
lita Lucero.
Stylish and
'PERSONAL MENTION
A hoifse party,
composed of
The only house in the city
A. R, Gibson, David Knapp,
4 M .
A
.
. .4 .4
j
Our Special Sale will conMiss Uda Gibson and Sidney Corn of
carrying a new and
Anastaclo Sandoval of Oalisteo, is Sunmount, who spent the Fourth of
lino of
tinue for two weeks
here on a visit to friends.
July at. Antelope Springs met the re-LADIES' TRIMMED HATS
longer.
Manufacturer of
RLL LINK OF
Attorney J. F. Williams of Albuquer- turning party of Elks near that place
them
que, was in the city yesterday on busi- last evening and accompanied
back to Santa Fe.
FIU8PJEWEIBY. ness.
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
The lowest Priced House in the City for Fine Goods
I. W. Dwire, farmer at (he Taos InOswald Digneo and A. O, Delgado of
SILVERWARE,
dian
a
was
for
his
pueblo,
passenger
this city, spent the glorious Fourth in
northern home this morning via the
Albuquerque,
ALL KINDS OF DESIGN IN
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad. Last
Manuel B, Otero, spent the Fourth at
at a special communication of
Fob Chains,
Las Vegas and returned home yester- evening
Montezuma Lodge No. 1, A. F. & A.
Neck
Chains,
filigree
day.
Masons, the Master Mason's degree
San Francisco St.
Telephone 26.
w. A. Barney returned
yesterday was conferred upon him.
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
from El Paso where he spent the
Miss Aliee
of Alamogordo,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Fourth of July.
has reached the city and has accepted
Filigree Bracelets,
Miss Nellie Warning, who has been a position as
with
the
stenographer
Filigree Card Cases,
in El Paso for the last few days, re- New Mexican
Printing Company, Miss
G-BOOEturned home today.
McDaniel came to Alamogordo from
.Martin Montoya a resident of Cerril-los- , Jackson, Mississippi, two months ago
gfetrth Side Plaza - Santa Fe
is here on a visit to relatives and and during the past two months has
been employed as stenographer in that
to purchase provisions.
We Are Headquarters For
town.
El
from
returned
Muralter
Julius
Fresh Fruits in Season!
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
to
been
had
Paso yesterday where he
Special Revenue Agent. John R.
DENVER GROWN STRAWBERRIES
McCabe, who was in the city .Monday
spend the Fourth of July.
Jose Ortiz y Pino, merchant and attending to business connected with
sheep grower at Oalisteo, was in town his office, left yesterday for Omaha,
Nebraska, where his headquarters are.
today purchasing merchandise.
He was here to attend to the matter
WE ARE RECEIVING SOME FANCY BERRIES
J. H. Blain is in return from a two
of a new bond for Judge A. L. Morriweeks' visit at St. Louis where he
EVERY DAY
son, whose bond as collector of interSan Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
viewed the sights at the Exposition.
nal revenues for the district of New
Miss Mabeth Hogel returned from Mexico, expired June 30. The new
FLOWERS A SPECIALTY
Las Vegas yesterday after spending bond was furnished and
FRESH VEGETABLES TWICE A WEEK.
to
the Fourth with friends in the Meadow the rule of the revenue according
DECORATIONS
department,
WEDDING BOUQUETS
City.
Mr. McCabe then turned the office ov- POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY.
J. W, Orchard of Hstancia, spent yes er from A. L. .Morrison to A. L. Morri- FLORAL DESIGNS
terday in town on business, and left son, After inspecting the work of the
P. O. Box 457
this morning for home via the Santa local office Inspector McCabe expressJgf
J0
&
j&
Telephone No. 12
Fo Central.
ed himself very well pleased with the
We Have Jest Received Another Car of
Miss Elizabeth Cross, who has been way it was conducted and spoke in
In the Duke City for the
past few the highest terms of the officials eon
days visiting friends, returned to San nected with the internal revenue in
this city.
ta Fe today.
fe
Mrs. Jose L. Lopez and children
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
who have been visiting relatives
in
It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a victim
Forecast for New Mexico:
Las Vegas, arrived yesterday from the
Partly
of malaria.
cloudy with local showers in east porMeadow City.
:
lb. Sack
in south portion
BOSS PATENT :
cooler
and
tion;
tonight
. sH
Don't Do It. It's Dangerous.
Miss Stella Sloan returned from St.
Thursday.
Louis yesterday after spending several
We'll admit it will euro malaria, but it leaves
Saturday the thermometer registered
501b. Sack
CRYSTAL PATENT
weeks in that city visiting friends and as follows: Maximum temperature. 7(5
almost deadly after effects.
degrees, at 1:30 p. tn.; minimum 51
seeing the Fair.
The mean tem
S. S. Wrightsman, stenographer for degrees, at 5:40 a. m.
for the 24 hours was (55 degrees.
the District Court, has come back from perature
Relative humidity, 44 per cent.
Las Vegas, where he spent the Fourth
Precipitation, a trace.
is purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
and visited friends.
Sunday the thermometer registered
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliousness,
Maximum temperature, 81
F. E. Nuding, manager of the Capi as follows:
and all stomach, kidney and liver complaints.
Coal Yards, who has been in Albu degrees, at 4:10 p. m.; minimum, 83 detal
TRY IT
at 5:25 a. in. The mean tem
querque on a visit, returned to the grees,
for the 21 hours was 07 degrees.
perature hu-All Druggists.
50 Cents a. Bottle.
Capital last evening.
i
Relative
icllty, 30 per cent.
H. S. Arnold, a ranchman on the
Monday the thermometer registered
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
For Sale By
Upper Pecos River, formerly a resident as follows: Maximum temperature, 82
of this city looked after business mat degrees, at 5:00 p, tn.j minimum, 61 de
grees, at 5:05 a. tn. The mean temters in the Capital today.
perature for the .24 hours was 72 degrees.
If you want to buy anything, if yot. want to sell anything, if you
Mrs. Samuel Eldodt and son, who Relative humiditv, 30
per cent.
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. S.
Yesterday the tnermoineter registered
want to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
Spitz, returned to their home at the as follows: Maximum temperature, 81
degrees, at 4:10 p m.i minimum. 01
San Juan pueblo this forenoon.
anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.
4:25
The mean
in.
Miss May Spitz, daughter of Mr. and degrees, at for thea 24 hours
was 71 detemperature
Mrs. S. Spitz, will arrive home this
grees. Relative humiditv, 30 per cent.
from
which
Wellesley College,
evening
Temperature at 6:00 a. in. today. 57
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, Dealers, Santa Fe, N. M.
school she has been attending during degrees.
the past scholastic year.
Mrs. John C. Sears and daughter
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be received for
ura, wno nave oeen at Katon on a
J. 8. CAXDELAltIO
visit to Mr. Sears, who is an employe construction of a two story and base301 San Fmncisco .';t.
of the Santa Fe Railway in that city ment brick building for the territorial
have returned to the Capital.
institute for the blind, at Alamogor
August Kirchner, who accompanied do, New Mexico.
Plans and specifications can be seen
the Elks' excursion to El Paso, left
Tuesday morning for the City of Mex at the offices of R. H. Pierce, secretary,
ico, where he has accepted a position Alamogordo, New Mexico, the Santa
Fe New Mexican, Santa Fe, New Mexas clerk in a hotel of that place.
AlbuA. M. Bergere, clerk of the First Ju ico, the Albuquerque Journal,
dicial District Court, returned today querque, New Mexico, and at Eddy
from El Paso, where he went, with the Brothers, Coles Building, El Paso, Tex
as.
Elks' excursion from this city and reThe trustees reserve the right to :emained to attend to business matters.
must
any or all bids.
ject
James L. Seligman, who accompan- be received on or beforeProposals
1 p. m.,
Aug
ied his brother Elks to El Paso, on list
9th, 1904, accompanied by a certi
their recent excursion returned today fled check for five
per cent of the
from that city having remained after amount of the bid, and
should be adthe Elks departed to attend to busi- dressed to the board of trustees of
the
ness.
New Mexico Institute for the Blind,.
Friends In this city have been in- care A. J. King, Alamogordo, Now
formed that W. J. Van Ness of CharBond will also be required for the
lotte. North Carolina, who spent some
time at the Dockweiler ranch during proper performance of the contract.
the past spring for the benefit of his TRUSTEES NEW MEXICO INSTI
TUTE FOR THE BLIND,
health and who has been very ill. since
The best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, also
returning home, is improving and will By A. J. KING, President.
Relics from the CUjfDicellings. Beautiful Mexican Drawn Work, Box 346.
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MINOR CITY TOPICS
For bargains in all kinds of railway

travel call at the Santa Fe city ticket
office.

girl baby was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Luis E. Alarld on Sunday night. Mother and child are reported as doing
well.
For cheap rates to all points east
via the Rock Island see the Santa Fe
Central agent in the Catron Block on
the east side of the Plaza.
Provident people prosper. Habitual
savers can never be poor. The Plaza
Trust and Savings Bank of Las Vegas
pays 4 per cent interest.
The regular weekly meeting of the
Woodmen of the World will be held
this evening at Odd Fellows' Hall. All
members are requested to be present.
Members of lodge No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America, are requested to
pay their dues to Philip .1. Martin in
the Catron block at the office of the
Dunlavy Mercantile Company.
.1. B.
Lamy is thoroughly overhauling
and repairing the building on the
of
the plaza.
southeast corner
Two store rooms will be constructed
with glass fronts between brick walls.
The sidewalk in front of H. B.
and Brother's establishment on
San Francisco Street, is being torn up
and will be replaced on the grade of
the street with a stone flagging pavement.
Be thrifty, industrious and saving;
you will be worth more to your family,
more to yourself and more to the community. Open an account by mail,
with the Plaza Trust and Savings
Bank of Las Vegas.
For the opening of- the Rosebud Indian reservation in South Dakota, the
Santa Fe will sell greatly reduced
rates to Yankton, Chamberlain, Fairfax and Bonesteel, S. D. For particulars inquire of any Santa Fe agent.
WANTED By C. W. Moore & Com,
pany, at their saw mill in Cajon Uran-deon the Gabaldon Land Grant, six
miles north of town, the following:
Five men; one log turner, one
one teamster, one skidder and one
general helper, apply at the saw mill.
Philip .T. Martin, Jr., aged 11 years,
while at the band concert at the plaza
on Monday night was severely burned
about the neck by a stray shot from
a Roman candle. The recklessness of
people in firing off Roman candles
among spectators is very reprehensible and in fact criminal.
The penitentiary authorities have
large quantities of curbing and paving
brick on hand for sale. The brick are
of a very good quality and property
owners who are required by the city
in
ordinances to construct sidewalks
front of their lots should take advan
tage of this fact and make their purchases now.
another
The Santa Fe announces
to St.
series of coach excursions
Louis, Kansas City. Leavenworth, Atchison and St. Joseph, the rate from
Santa Fe will be $25.75, dates of sale
July 9th and 23d, good for ten days
from date of issue. This is practically
one cent a mile and a great many
are taking advantage of this low rate.
The following mining claim location
was today filed for record at the office
of Probate Clerk Celso Lopez by John
Hooper by right of discovery. The
claim is situated in the Hungry Gulch
in Santa Fe County, located about
feet southwest of the "Bottom Dollar Mine," bounded on the northeast by
the "Cromo", on the southwest by "Independent," and on the west by United
States land,
A correspondent of the New Mexican at, Cerrillos, informs this paper
that a petition is being circulated by
citizens of that town requesting Governor Otero to take the necessary steps
for the deportation of a number of
Italian miners now there, who were
employed some months ago at the Madrid coal mines and who joined the
strike there. It is claimed that these
men are idle, disturbers of the peace
and agitators. They have no visible
A

'

Cart-wrig-

-

0

lEIIEIISriRy

means of support and it is chained
that the murder of Barilan on the 4th
of July, last, was the direct outcome
of their agitations and evil machination?.
The usual Thursday evening reception by Mrs. Otero at the executive
mansion will be omitted tomorrow.
Bom, this forenoon, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles W. Coombs, on the south side,
twin boy babies. Mother and twins
doing well.
The members of Santa Fe lodge No.
4C0, B.

P. O. E.,

returned last

even-

ing from the excursion to Alamogordo,
Cloudcroft and El Paso. Each one
stated that he had "the time of his
life" while away on this jaunt, and
one and all were loud in their praises
of the hospitality of the people of all
three cities and of the generosity of
the Santa Fe Central Railway, and the
El Paso and Northeastern management
who made the trip possible.
Upon the request "of District Attorney E. C. Abbott, and upon complaint
made by Matias Montoya at Cerrillos.
three men were arrested in that mining camp yesterday and brought to this
city in charge of a deputy sheriff last
evening. Their names are: Mazzarita
Juan Y.
Golda, Paranale Benditti,
Guari and they were driven overland
and placed in jail upon the charge of
attempting to aid in the escape of
John Merino, who was in the precinct
jail at Cerrillos upon the charge of
the murder of Peter Barilan on the 4th
of July near the camp. The preliminary examination of the accused was
held this afternon before Justice of the
Peace Jose M. Garcia.
The C. W. Moore & Company's saw
mill now cutting in the Cajon Grande
on the Gabaldon Grant six miles north
of town is turning out some very superior lumber, in fact as nice and as
pretty a lot of clear lumber as was evThe firm
er seen was cut yesterday.
wants to hire additional
teamsters
and teams for the hauling of logs and
persons who are in that line of business should promptly apply for such
work. Yesterday the output of the
mill was 10,000 feet which, when more
teams for hauling logs can be secured,
will be increased until it will reach
25,000 per day. Persons who contemplate building will do well to secure
their lumber from this firm. A force
of twelve men are now employed at
the mill.
Manager Frank Owen of the Santa
Fe Water and Light Company, desires
to call the attention of the water consumers to the fact that while the supply in the reservoirs of the company
has been somewhat augmented of late,
nevertheless there is still great danger of scarcity unless rains continue,
of which, for the next few days there
seems to be but little chance. Hence
Mr. Owen is compelled to call upon
consumers to exercise great care and
economy in the use of the life giving
fluid for domestic purposes and to use
no water for irrigating as the supply
in the reservoirs will not admit of this.
Mr. Owen hopes that water consumers will heed this proper necessity and
act for the greatest good to the greatest number.
"The arm of Union labor, the support of the family and the protection
of the nation," is the keynote of the
advertisement of Salmon & Abousle-man- ,
the shirt firm of the town which
appears on another page of this issue.
This firm says that it is by the judicious use of. printer's ink that it has
built up a large trade in Santa Fe. No
firm can succeed that does not advertise. .The greatest trade comes from
those who read the papers. They are
always on the lookout to see who helps
the home papers and the advertisers
get the trade. A visit to this store will
convince you that you can get anything
you want from a collar button to a
suit of clothes and you will be treated
in such a way that you will be glad
to call again.
The new map of Colfax County, is
now on sale at the office of the probate clerk at Raton. Price of map
without folder, suitable for wall map,
$1; map with folder, suitable for pocket use, $1.25. All orders must be accompanied by cash, check, draft or
money order and be addressed to J. P.

KBIOZ

Brackett, probate clerk and recorder,

Reduction Sale

SOU

Lemp's St Louts Beef
jt

ALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
Jt
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle te a Carload.

j

Gaadafope Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 32.

OF JULY NIGHT
Special to the New Mexican.
Deniing, New Mexico, July 0 Between 11 and 12 o'clock of the night
of the 4th, two colored men named
Sam Cherry and Walter Armstrong
got into a controversy on Gold Avenue,
near the Cabinet saloon. A fight resulted. William Thompson, colored,
started in to separate the men. As a
result Cherry fired three shots at him.
one of which penetrated his left l;;east
causing death in a few minutes. The
marshal attracted by the firing rushed
up and fired two shots at the retreating
form of Cherry. Both took effect, one
through the stomach, or near it. and
one in the head. The latter was a
glancing shot. Cherry escaped at the
time, but surrendered later. Both of
the negroes were drunk. Walter Armstrong was badly beaten up and it is
not thought he will recover. Cherry,
the man who did the shooting has been
employed here for some time, and appeared to be a civil enough fellow.
CHflNCE FOB H
UNIVERSITY

E0UGHT1QN

OPERA

HOUSE

WELTMER

BOOHS, STATIONERY,
AGAZIjlES,
Headquarters for

PERIODICALS.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars
ao8 San Francisco St.

Santa Fe. N. M.

President

s

WONDERFUL

Animated

Potion
Pictures

Illustrated Songs
TE

MENT COMPANY

"

" 'I, C. SIX. LL.B.

to the President.'
"Believing that you will give this no-

'Secretary

tice as wide publicity as possible in
the interest of those interested in obtaining an opportunity, to avail themselves of the benefits of a first class institution,
"f am respectfully yours, etc.
"J. FRANCO CHAVES,
Instruc"Superintendent of Public
v
tion."

25 and 35 Cents
Reserved Seats at Ireland's

WE LEAD

AND METAL.
Naw York, July 6. Mjup.v oij call,
1

58.
New

3

per cent, I'rime mer4 per cent.
Silvei

July 0
per, steady unchanged.
Vork,

Lead and

cop-

GRAIN.
Chicago,

July

0

Close.

'A'he.v,

Sept. 8.3 V.
Corn, July, 48; Sept.
Oats, July, 38; Sept. 32 ?e
f,
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Pork, July 813.85; Sept. 813.00.
7.:2o
Lard, July $7.05; Sept. 87.1!
Elba, July, 87.47; Sept. 87.70.
WOOL MARKET.
St.
Mo.,
Louis,
July ii Wool,
unchanged.
Territory and western medium, 10 g
23; fine medium, 10
17; hue, 15

July,

883

i.

8TOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., July 0 rattle
market steady.
Native steers, 84.25 a SO 40; South
SO 00;
Southern
em steers. 83 00
cows, $2.00
$3.75; native cows and
heifers, $2 00 (ft So. 35; Stockers and
84.75; bulls, $2.50
feeders, $2.75
$4.25; calves, $2.50
$4.50; western
8G.0O; western cows,
steers, $4.00

Dr. King's
New Discovery
NSCMPTION

8ES"8
A Perfec:

Cure

:

50c

prlce
$1.00

84.25.

to Order

IN

EVERYTHING.

Picture Frames and Moldings Stoves and Ranges
Goods Sold on Easy Fayweata

"Licensed Embalm 2r,"
San Francisco St reel

10.

Telephone

Night Calls Answered from residence

Money back if it fa Is. Trial Bottles free.

WHITE'S

toaevated and
Throughoav
Refut-aiake-

Cream Vermifuge
THE

GUARANTEED

WORM

Cuiaine and Tab's
Service Unexcei..--

d

WW. HAM VAUOHW, PROP.

Large Sample Rooms fer Commercial Hen,

New Mexico

Santa Fe

REMEDY
Ballard-Sno-

w

Telephone No. I,

The Palace Hotel

SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING

TONIC.

j0

Liniment Co.

ST. LOUIS. MO.

For Sale By
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
6anta Fe. N. M.

Printing of
every kind
that can be
done in any city.
BOOKS, CATALOGUES, CARDS,
PRICK
BADGES, PAMPHLETS,
LISTS, LAW BRIEFS, SOCIETY
PRINTING AND COMMERCIAL
WORK RECEIVE SPECIAL AND
FROM
PROMPT ATTENNION

The Jicw Mexican

Eahalariai

The Latest Scientific Methods ef

or Nlfht or

by DOR0TE0

re Employed. Calls Aoswered fr- o- the Parle. Day
Oar Parlor. Coaslat of s Nicely aad Appropriately Fitted
Prla Road.
Uacola Arcane. West Side PUia, Ssata Fe, New Mesfco,

SENA. Afaa

Suite at No. IM

Up

ALL KINDS OF FICTURt FRAMINfc

DUDROW & MONTENIE
FIN. MONUMENTS TO ORDER.

David S. LowiUki
FOPIHE

Dealer in New and
Second Hand

Rugs and Carpets.
Screen Doors and Window Screens.

latest desigr s in

Printing Company

Sheep steady.
Good to choice wethers, $4.25
$5.25;
Reoaivs Prompt and Oanfal
western sheep, $3.75 3 $4 10i native Mail Orders
Attention From Ua.
lambs, 93.50 g $7.00; western lambs,

J

At Oar

Undertaking Parlors

M

A

Garden Hose.
Goods sold for
cash or on easy kBBSs
a

85.00.

$5.00.

CO

For All Throat and
Lung Troubles.

,

$3.50

intervals.

Nothing can ever surpass it.

$5 00. lambs. 8 50
Muttons, 83 50
84 50;
86.50; Range wethers, $3 75
We Have Facilities for Handling
$4 00.
Ewes, 82.50
Chicago,
July 0. Catt:e, markr-tthe Largest and Most Difficult
steadv.
Good to prime steers. $5 40
80 50;
Glass of Work,
ooor to medium, S4 50 ( 85 25; stockers.
and feeders, $2.25 c$ $4 25; cows $1 50
IS 40; heifers, $1.50 (e $5.40; canners.
AMD ILLDSTRA- 82 50; bulls, $2 00
84 25; EHGBAVIIGS
$1.25
fed
steers
Texas
$2.50
calves,
$0.00;
T10MS FUBI1SEBD

$4.25

meat our prices are still very reason
able in comparison with 'hose in other
cities. We handle only the best corn
fed beef, lamb and mutton. Cold, boiled ham, brains liver sweet breads,
sausages nearly always in stock. Call
up Phone 40 or better come in person
and see how clean and sweet our shop
is, and how we have succeeded In
baffling the butcher's hot weather enemy, the fly.
No. 4 BAKERY.
the housewife's
Our bake shop i
friend. Our bread as made under our
present foreman is a revelation as to
what can be and is done in the modern
bake shop. It is not our aim to raise
the bread till all the strength is gone
from the flour, in order to make the
loaf look big, but on the contrary we
are now turnin out a solid, substantial, sweet tasting loaf that it is a
pleasure for us to sell and for our customers to eat.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
All the fresh fruits and vegetable
that the markets afford. Green peas,
cauliflower, beets, cucumbers, lettuce,
radishes, strawberries, blackberries,
apricots, swee t cherries pineapples,
cold storage wine saps, etc., at frequent

ICWARE OF IMITATIONS.
TUT aENUINI PREPARED ONLY BY

MONEY

easy, 1
cantile paper

China ware. Glassware,

ffaaui Mad

THE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE

MARKET REPORT.

MEAT MARKET

Now is the time to be careful aa to
your fresh meat. In spite of the rat
cent advances in the price of fresM

THE CkjAS. WAGjEH FURjVITUfE

Admission

Under today's date, Colonel J. Franco Chaves, superintendent of public
instruction of the Territory, has' addressed the New Mexican in the following letter which is self explanatory:
"Editor New Mexican:
"Enclosed I send you an extract
copy from the George Washington
University of Washington, D. C, dated
July 2d, 1904.
" 'The
President authorizes me to
say that there is a vacant law scholarship for your state in the University
of Washington, and if you know of a
worthy young man or woman, the authorities will accept same upon your
recommendation.
The local newspapers will gladly aid you in this election as a matter of news and general
interest to the public'
"
'Faithfully yours.

good as 40c coffee but we do say thai
it is the best coffee ever sold here at
25c, and many think it equal to the
grades usually sold at 35c.
SEAL BRAND in cans only, per lb. 40o

ENTERTAIN-

Sheep market strong.

IB

W. HICKOX,

1

Scholarship for a New Mexico Young
Man or Woman Open at George
Washington University.

CO.

S

jt j S. 0. CARTWRIUHT, Sec'y and TreJ.
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
0E0.

THE PERFECT FOOD.
Rice is considered the perfect food
by a majority of the world's population.
received a large
Wo have recently
cereal and we
of
this
consignment
now offer it at prices which make it a
rnont economical food for all. This
is especially to be kept in mind in view
hand to secure bargains. Come quick, of th3 high price of potatoes and other
vegetables.
come soon and get your choice.
25
5 lbs. Honduras Rice
This is a good whole grained rice
and will be found excellent value.
25
4 lbs. Japan Rice
This is a grad
always heretofore
retailed by us at 3 lbs. for .25. 3 lbs.
.25.
We
Rice
Head
Coralina
have never before been able to offer a
FOUR NIGHTS
fine grade of head rice at this figure.
COMMENCING
DRIED FRUIT.
are
in
We
receipt of a fresh con
WEDNESDAY, JULY 6,
California dried fruits.
of
signment
These will be found a grateful change
from the too heating foods so much in
use at this time of year. Dried fruits
are not conducive to stomach troubles
as is too often the eas- - with the fresh
varieties. More economical also. It
takes from five to ten pounds of fresh
fruit to produce one pound of dried.
8
10c and 12
Prunes at
12
Apples at
12
and 15c
Peaches at
COFFEE VALUE.
The biggest value in coffee ever of
AfiD
fered the discriminating Santa Fe pub
lic is Chase & Sanborn's SOUTH SEA
.25c
blend at per pound paskage
We pay two cents a pound freight ou
this coffee and sell it at the same price
BY
s retailers get for it in the city of
Chicago. We do not claim it to be as

CALIFORNIA

$2.00

vX-A-CO-

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

one-hal-

17.

AGENT FOR

GREAT

Raton. This map has been prepared
with great care and thoroughness and
is strictly
being on a scale
of half an inch to the mile makes a
BEGINS TODAY AT
large map, showing the county, in good
shape, and will prove exceedingly useMISS A. MUGLER
ful to everyone in any way interested
or expecting to become Interested in
f
this section of the country. Only a
Chiffons in colors will sell at
limited supply has been prepared for
the regular price, also fine flowsale. Place your orders early before
exhausted.
becomes
ers,
lace, gauze and all summer goods,
supply
baby bonnets, mull hats, caps, silk
BLOODY FOURTH
mitts, etc., etc. Your opportunity at

payments.

0
flsd

-

fi

A.-.?-

Lit.

jay

au
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All Goods delivered free of charge.

IRELAND'S PHARMACY

Httyler's Candies Received Today

.1

1

I
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FIFTY YEARS OF THE

Through the Skin
i

REPUBLICAN

TO THE BLOOD.

PARTY

For handsome desCloudcroft!
and detailed inforliterature
criptive
mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, Northeastern System, El Paso, Texas.

J. P. VICTORY
Attorney at Law and

1904 July". 1904
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seal Estate Hgem

Continued from Page One.
NIGHT WAS HER TEROR.
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"f would cough nearly all night
men
physical clinch., the praying
.
Mrs. Chas. Applegate, of
writes
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long,"
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EAL ESTATE LOANS.
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tical discussion the most dramatic in- bo bad that if I walked a block I
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real estate secur
Meney to loan upon
cident of the fight was the debate be- would cough frightfully and spit blood,
31
tween Lincoln and Douglas. Not many but, when all other medicines failed, ity on easy terms.
HOMES.
of you saw that battle of the strong three $1.00 bottles of Dr. King's New
sli
where each of the gladiators had an Discovery wholly cured me and I
I have a nice cottage (double)
adversary worthy of his steel, where gained 58 pounds." It's absolutely rooms oa one Bide, 4 on the oth, INFORMATION BUREAU OF
the audiences were equally divided, guaranteed to cure coughs, colds, la ,waer occupies 4 rooms and the re
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
were fairly
where the combatants
nelgUbo
and
World's
Louis
A
fair information
good
St.
throat
all
and
month;
a
bronchitis
$25
for
ent
grippe,
s
matched in debating skill and address lung troubles. Price 50c and $1. Trial bood:
to erect other
bureau has been established at si
space
ample
of Lincoln
-and where the superiority
stables
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
bottles free at Fischer Drug Company.
on same street;
m of Phil P. Hliichcock, where infema-tio-n
was not so much personal as .t was
asked
the
price
,ther outbuildings;
in the overwhelming strength of his Chamberlain's Colic, Colera and Diarr
will be cheerfully furzJsnsd.
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rery
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was
He
slavery
fighting
position.
to
homes
hoea Remedy.
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at
a
sell
bargain
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modern
improvements;
all
with
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house, .
SOCIETIES.
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give prompt relief. Why not buy it
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tion. Lincoln became at once the fore now? It may save life. For sale by douse will be rented.
No. 1, A., F. and A. M
s' most Republican of the west and a lit- all druggists.
FRANCISCO STREET.
Regular communica
SAN
tie later the greatest political figure
tion first Monday la
I have several business blocks toi
of the century.
some
Good eating at the Bon Ton.
each month at Masonif
sale on this great mart of trade,
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them
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S. SPITZ, W. M.
price
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net,
purchase
cent,
titled to a legitimate pride it is that
The regular annual meeting of the per
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Lincoln was our first President; that stockholders of the New Mexico Print
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
we believed in him, loyally supported ing Company will be held at the office
other commercial and
SANTA FE CHAPTHR,
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220 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

Maxwell Grant.
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Continued from Pace Six.
that enormous task, that sublime effort of common honesty, if not to the
party Which against every assault of
open and covert repudiation stood ly
the country's honor and kept it free
from stain?
Let me hurriedly enumerate a few
m
of the events in the long anil fruitful
of the Republican parry which
Bankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen career
seem to us to entitle it to the confidence of the country and the final apDrawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
proval of history. After the war was
and Other Gems.
with
ended and peace
no damage to the structure of the gov
mm
stPEQALTY
eminent, but, on the contrary, with
To have the best of everything in the Una.
added strength and with increast d
guaranties of its perpetuity, it remained to be shown whether the power and
success of the Republican party were
to be permanent, or whether, born of
a crisis, it was fitted to cope with the
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo- problems of daily national life. It bad
we
destroyed
slavery, or, perhaps
ple with our fine
might better say, it had created the
conditions by which slavery had committed suicide. In the absence of this
O
great adversary, could the party hold
together against the thousand lesser
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
evils that beset the public life of modern peoples the evils of ignorance,
Tbat there is some difference
corruption, avarice, and lawlessness,
in wood.
Our wood is the best
the prejudices of race and of class,
to be had & always at your call- the voices of demagogues, the cunning
of dishonest craft, the brutal tyranny
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
of the boss, the venality of the mean?
I think it is not too much to say that
last 40 years have given an anthe
80
Phone No.
OFFICK: Gartleld Avenue, Near A, T. & 8. F. Depot .
swer, full of glory and honor, to thai
question. The Republican party, in
the mass and in detail, has shown its
capacity to govern. By the homestead
law, with equal generosity and wisdom, it distributed the intense national domain among the citizens
who
were willing to cultivate it and whe)
have converted wide stretches of wilderness into smiling homes. It built the
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
Pacific Railroad, which has bound the
Union together from east to west by
and steam-heate- d
bands of steel and made the states beThe most conveniently located and only fire-proyond the mountains among our most
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing loyal and prosperous commonwealths.
First-clas- s
If redeemed our paper currency and
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date.
made all our forms of money of exactv
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men j0
ly equal value, and our credit the best
in the world,
By persistent honesty
in our finances in the face of obstaPLAN.
EUROPEAN
AMERICAN OR
cles which might have daunted the
hardiest statesmen it has reduced
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Bcilding our interest charges so that in any
mart on earth we can borrow money
CORNER PIAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
cheaper than any other people. In the
financial revulsions to which all communities are subject, we are able,
thanks to our laws and our administrative system, to meet and pass the most
INCORPORATED!
violent crises without lasting damage
to our prosperity.
We have, by the
patient labor of years, so succeeded in
reforming and regulating our civil service that patronage has almost ceased
to cast. its' deadly blight upon the work
of our public servants. Human nature
is weak and offenses happen; but they
are almost always found out and are
Stationery,
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
punished without mercy when detected. By persistent adherence to the
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
policy of protection, we have given to
our industries a development which
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVJCN MAIL OKDEKS.
the fathers of the Republic never
dreamed of: which, beside; supplying
our home market, has carried our man.
SANTA FE, N.
ufactures to the uttermost ends of the
earth.
History affords no parallel to the
vast and increasing prosperity which
this country has enjoyed under RepubBEN BOTBK
lican rule. I hasten to say we do not
K. B. QCICKBI.
claim to have invented seedtime and
j jt When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget j
harvest, and industry and thrift. We
are a great people and success Is outright; God is good to those Who beBut we may justly
have themselves.
claim that the Republican party has
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors.
been in power during these years of
marvelous growth, and we can at least,
Cltfb Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
bring proof that we have not preventa
ed it and this is no slight honor for
a party to claim. I will not at this
Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
moment speak of the important acquiNEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
sitions of territory we have made,
which render us in many ways the predominant power in the Pacific. But
out of the territory we already possessed, fourteen new states have entered the Union. The census of 1850
gave us 23,000,000 of population the
last one, 70,000,000. The number of
our farms the total of our cultivated
acreage has increased fourfold. Our
& Rio
Rio
corn crop is five times what it was;
&
Rio
our wheat crop, six times. The capital invested in manufacturing has
grown from five huntlred millions to
ten billions; where it employed less
THE POPULAR LINE TO
than a million artisans, it now employs more than five millions; and
Colorado Springs, Pueblo. Cripple Creek, Leadville.
while the number of workingmen has
Glenwood Springs. Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
increased five times their wages have
San
Francisco,
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena,
increased tenfold. The value of manuLos Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
factured property is thirteen times
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
what it was when the Republicans of
Mexico.
in Colorado, Utah and New
sg$
Michigan met under the oaks. The
MSP"
real and personal wealth of the country from seven thousand millions to
Our
ninety-fou- r
thousand millions.
railroads have grown from a mileage
'
To all Mountain Resorts
of 1C.000 to one of 200,000. Our imports and exports have gone up by
The Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enroute to the Pacific Coast
leaps and bounds to the same monstrous proportions. And finally, let us
hasten to say, as the other side will
say it for us, instead of the $47,000.-00BETWEEN
AND
which supplied our modest needs
in 1850 vfe now collect and spend some
ALAMOSA
SALT LAKE CITT
I can only add
CRIPPLE CREEK OODEN
$700,000,000 annually.
PORTLAND
LEADVILLE- what Speaker Reed replied to a DemoGLENWOOD SPGS SAN FRANCISCO
cratic statesman who complained of a
GRAND JUNCT'N LOS ANGELES
billion dollar Congress: "Well! this is
a billion dollar country."
Of course our opponents, who have
far enough from the men and the
got
THROUGH
ALL
TRAIB8
VlNlNU.
events of the great war period to admit they were not without merit, will
say for they must say something
that we have fallen away from that
high level. Now, I am grieved to confess that I am old enough to have
New MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers,
seen something of the beginning, as
How Meaftcs
Fe
Continued on Page Eight
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SYSTEM.

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
for sale In tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with
water rights from 911 to $25 per acre, according to location. Payments may be made In ten year Installments.
Alfalfa, grains, fruits 5
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.
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GOLD MINES.
On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the goM
mining districts of Elizabethtown and Baldy, whore Important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claimg on unlocated ground may ba
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. governtnent.laws.

Near Baton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good waj:es for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming o
prospecting can not be successfully done.
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reward
to anyone able to prove

These Celebrated Hot Springs are !o- - i
In the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
wellers, twenty-flv- e
1.08, aid fifty miles north of Santa
a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from w.ilch point a
dally line of stages run to the Springs,
the temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees, '. he gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the year
very dry and
delightful
round. There Is new a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,685.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Barings In the world. The efficacy it

ated

adulteration

k

of our product.

Bar-rvic-

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Dr, H.
Palace:
Hulst and wife,
Grand Rapids: L. V. Cornwall and
wife. Pueblo; Robert Lyons, I. a .lara,
Colorado: A. VVallls, El Paso.
Claire:
B, A. Sleyster,
Albuquerque; Dr, Frederick
Monsen, San
Francisco; J. V. Orchard, Bstancia;
J, A. .May. Hutchinson, Kansas; Henry
(rant. Ablquiu; II. .1. Young, Abiquiu:
H. S. Arnold, Pecos; .lose Ortiz y Pino,
Galisteo.
Bon Ton:
.lack Harris, Texas;
James A. Williams. Albuquerque;
Martin
Sandoval, Galisteo;
Montoya, Cerrlllos; N. Delany, Madrid.
C. A. Pushee, Madrid;
Normandie:
Alexander
Williams,
Albuquerque;
William Martin, Denver; Ben Daly.
San Francisco; Carl Fettls, Antonito;
W. B, Wethers. Denver; O. E. .Johnson, Colorado Springs.
.

DO YOU WANT THE EARTH?
The Earth is a new monthly illustrated journal, published by the Santa Fe.
Tolls the truth about the great southwest and California the truth is goof
enough. Frequent articles describing
your part of the country. Contains letters written by farmers, stockmen and
fruit raisers; men who have succeeded
and who give the reasons why. Strong
editorials and interesting miscellany.
A very persuasive immigration helper.
Why not have it sent to friends
"back east" to do missionary worit for
the southwest?
Regular subscription
price is 25 cents a year; worth double.
Send us 50 cents (coin or stamps) with
names and addresses of five eastern
friends; we will mail the Earl'i to
them and to you for six months. Write
today to the Earth, 1120 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago.

Pumpkin pie like your mother used
to make, at the Bon Ton.

these waters has been thoroughly
ed by the miraculous cures attesU-- H
in the following diseases: ParalyeV
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, ConsumpU
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
tlona, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, ftj
Female Complaints, etc., etc Boar,
lodging and bathing, $2.50 per ay; 111
per week; $50 per month. Stage meet
Denver trains and waits for 8at 9m
train upun request. This resort Is attractive at all seasons, and Is a a9
winter. Fassersrers for Ojo Callat4
can leava Santa Fe at 9 a, m., .m4
reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m. th? ansa
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For furtfc t
particulars, address

AS,

;--

ANTONJO JOSEPH.

Propriety

Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N.
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All Kinds of Building Material.

CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CERRILLOS TND HAGAN COAL;
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purpose nor from greed of land. In
the case of Hawaii, the will of the
people of those islands coincided with
REPUBLICAN PARTY
the important interests we have to
guard in the Pacific. In the Samoan
treaty we freed ourselves from a useContinued from Page Seven.
less and dangerous entanglement, and
condomi
in nlace of an undesirahle
well as of the present, of Republican
venture to say
ailminif-traiion.s- .
and
nium we gained possession of the best
harbor in the South Seas, retaining, at
that no eight years of government in
the same time, all our commercial
our history have been purer from
rights in the archipelago. The diplomblame or have conferred greater beneacy of McKinley and Roosevelt has
fits upon the country than the eight
Roosevelt
and
been directed principally to our presof
McKinley
years
ent and future interests in the Pacific,
which claim your approval today.
on whose wide shores so much of the
need not hesitate to refer to it. alwith
world's work is to be done. They have
I have been associated
though
constantly kept in view the vast imboth administrations; so little of their
portance of that opening field of our
may speak of
merit is mine that
naThe long negotiations for
Our
activities.
false
without
modesty.
them
the "open door" in China; the steadfast
tional finances have never in our hisfight we made for the integrity of that
tory been so wisely and successfully
ancient empire; President McKinley's
stood
never
credit
our
administered;
attitude throughout the Boxer troubles,
on a basis so broad and so strong. Our
so severely criticized at the time and
two per cents command a premium in
so splendidly approved by the result;
on
earth
no
other country
all markets
the position President Roosevelt has
can say as much. We paid abroad
since held and now holds in regard to
the other day fifty millions of gold In
the neutrality of China and in the
without
a single transaction
producing
present war; have all been dictated
a Hp te in exchange. The vast expenby one consistent policy, of taking
diture made necessary by our enorcare that our interests receive no detri
mous increase in every element of nament in the Pacific; that while we
tional growth is collected with the utwish no harm to anyone else, we shall
most ease and expended with perfect
see that no damage is done to our peo
loyOur
system,
protective
honesty.
ple, no door is shut in our face.
ally and intelligently carried out and
The negotiations begun by McKinley
improved in the last seven years, not
and successfully completed by Roose
only fills our treasury with the means
velt for the abrogation of the Clayton- of national expenditure, but has carBulwer treaty, which impeded our free
ried our industries and our commerce
doin of action in building an Isthmian
to a height of prosperity which is the
Canal, was a part of the same general
wonder and envy of our neighbors,
plan of opening a field of enterpr'se
who are trying to emulate our progin those distant regions where the far
ress. In the relations between labor
west becomes the far east. In this
matter we were met in the most frank
and friendly spirit by the British gov
ernment, as also in the matter of the
Alaskan boundary, which was settled
for all time by a high judicial tribunal
removing a cloud upon our title to an
other great Pacific possession. And to
close this record of success monotonous because gained by appeals to reason rather than force, without parade
or melodrama came the treaty with
Panama, by which we finally gaited
the pathway across the Isthmus by a
perpetual grant, ensuring the construe
tion of an American canal under Amer
ican control, built primarily for Amer
ican needs, but open on equal terms
to all the people of good will the world
over.
9t
I have detained you too long: yet as
I close I want to say a word
to the
young men whose political life is begin
ning. Anyone entering business would
be glad of the chance to become one
of an established firm with years of
success behind it, with credit founded
on a rock. How infinitely brighter the
future when the present is so sure, the
past so glorious. Everything great
done by this country in the last 50
years has been done under the auspi
ces of the Republican party. Is not
this consciousness a great asset to
have in your mind and memory? As a
mere item of personal comfort is it not
worth having? Lincoln and Grant
Hayes and Garfield, Harrison and McKinley names secure in the heaven of
fame they all are gone, leaving small
estates in worldly goods, but what vast
possessions in principles, memories
It is a start in
sacred associations!
life to share that wealth. Who now
boasts that he opposed Lincoln? who
brags of his voting against Grant?
a
All
though both acts may have been from
the best of motives. In our form of
SCREEN DOOR FIXTURES
government there must be two parties
and tradition, circumstances, tempera
ment, will always create a sufficient
opposition. But what young man would
not rather belong to the party that
does things, instead of one that opposes them; to the party that looks up,
rather than down; to the party of the
dawn, rather than of the sunset. For
50 years the Republican
party has
believed In the country and labored for
it in hope and joy; it has reverenced
the flag and followed it; has carried it
under strange skies and planted it on
horizons. It has seen the
nation grow greater every year and
more respected; by just dealing, by intelligent labor, by a genius for enterprise, it has seen the country extend
its intercourse and its influence to regions unknown to our fathers. Yet It
has never abated one jot or title of the
ancient law imposed on us by our
ancestors. We have fought
a good fight, but also we have kept the
faith. The constitution of our fathers
has been the light to our feet; our
path is. and will ever remain, that of
ordered progress, of liberty under the
law. The country has vastly increasstatesman
ed, but the
who preceded us provided for infinite
growth. The discoveries of science
have made miraculous additions to
our knowledge. But we are not daunted by progress; we are not afraid of
the light. The fabric our fathers build-eon such sure foundations will stand
all shocks of fate or fortune. There
will always be a proud pleasure in
looking back on the history they made;
but, guided by their example, the coming generation has the right to anticipate work not less important, days
equally memorable to mankind. We
who are passing off the stage bid you,
as the children of Israel encamping by
the sea were bidden, to Go Forward;
we whose hands can no longer hold
Fn Kurvevors. Campers, Drummers, Sheechercters, and the flaming torch pass it on to you
that its clear light may show the
in dry, sandy places truth
all others who have toM travel
to the ages that are to come.
.
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FIFTY YEARS OF THE

1

1

1

and capital, always a subject of deep
concern in Democratic
governments,
we have improved both In the letter
and the spirit. How could it be otherwise when labor knows that McKinley and Roosevelt have watched over
its interests as a brother might, and
capital knows that its rights will be
sacredly guarded so long as it is true
to its duties? As to our place in the
world, it has simply followed and natthe .steady imurally complemented
provement in our domestic condition.
A country growing so fast must have
elbow room must have its share of
the sunshine. In the last seven years,
without aggression, without undue self
assertion, we have taken the place that
belonged to us. Adhering with religious care to the precepts of Washington and the traditions of a century,
and avoiding all entangling alliances,
professing friendship to all nations
and partiality to none. McKinley and
Roosevelt have gone steadily forward
protecting and extending American interests everywhere and gaining, by deserving it. the good will of all the
world. Their advice has been constantly sought and sparingly given. By
constant iteration their policy has
been made plain. We do not covet the
territory nor the control of any other
people. We hold ourselves absolutely
apart from any combinations or groups
of powers. We favor no national interests but our own. In controversies
among our neighbors we take no part,
not even tendering good offices unless
at the reouest of both parties concerned. When our advice is given, it
is always on the side of peace and conciliation. We have made, it is true,
great acquisitions, but never of set

Bargains
to Offer You
This Week.

SCREEN DOORS

i

Sizes and

Large Assortment to Choose From

Water Filters. Water Coolers.
LAWN FURNITURE

Settees and Chairs
Lawn Mowers
Good Offerings in Qaeensware.

SANTA FE
HARDWARE
& SUPPLY CO.

God-fearin- g

great-braine-

d

FOUND AT LAST--- A
COLD WATER BAG

d

The Longer You Keep It the Colder the
Water Gets.

where there is no good drinking water, ian ee loiaea
up Uke a towel and put in the pocket when not in use.
Price $X.50
2 2 Gallon sUe
t--

QOEBBL
The Hardware Dealer

W- - H- -

CATRON BLOCK, NO. 31

.

SANTA FE, N.

NL

MORTON'S RESIGNATION

Time
Fly
Tf(E FLIES B0T1(ER

DO

!!

YOU?

Use Nickel Plate Fly Paper
THE CLEAREST, BEST

CHEAPEST

AJIID

Fly Paper
Off THE MARKET

PER PLATE 5c,

5c

FOR SALE BY

0.

FISCHER DRUG
230 San Francisco Street
OFFICIAL MATTERS.

:

Santa Fe,

JB.

M,

night in honor of the visiting ball team
from Silver City and was well attend-

DEM ING DOINGS.

ed.

,
Jesse Pease of
Mrs. Alice Mansard, grand matron,
left today for the east where they and Mrs. Minnie Miller, grand secreTerritorial Funds Received.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn expect to remain until about the first tary, Order of the Eastern Star, visited
Ruth Chapter in Deming last Monday
today received the following territorial of December.
who has
Mrs. William Cassman,
funds: From John W. Fleming, treasevening.
collector of Grant lived in Deming the past few months
urer and
C. B. Bos worth returned to Deming
the year 1903, $3, left Sunday for Silver City, where she Saturday after having spent several
for
taxes
County,
will make her home.
459.03.
in Tucson.
went to days
Mr. Kidder and family
Homestead Entries.
Sunday the 26th being Decoration
to
No? 7953, Juan A. Mora, Salazar Douglas Sunday night. They expect
Day for Odd Fellows, the members
lots 1, remain for the present.
of NE
postofflce, NW
took a large number of flowers to the
123
Mrs. John Corbett and sister, Mrs. cemetery.
2, and 3, section 2, T 14 N, R 3 W,
were
acres of land in Sandoval County. No. W. H. Guniney and two ohildren,
on Tuesday
7954, Jose E. Cruz Maxwell City, NE passengers for California
Beginning Just 1st the Denver &
of SW .where they will spend a short time.
section 11, N
of SE
Rio
Grande names rates from Santa
section 12, T
The Silver City ball team played Fe as follows:
NW
of SW
28 N R 24 E, 160 acres of land in Col- the Deming Yellow Kids here, Sunday
To Pueblo and return, $17.55.
fax County. No. 7955, Manuel Sando- the 3d; the score being 8 to 5 in
To Colorado Springs and return,
of SW
City's favor.
val, Puerta de Luna, S
$19.55.
section 27, T 7 N, R
N
of NW
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Clark left ThursTo Denver and return, $22.55.
Leonard
22 E, 160 acres of land in
for St. Louis. While there Mr.
day
To Glenwood Springs and return,
Wood County. No. 7956, Juan Antonito Clark will attend the Democratic con- $28.65.
NW
N
of
Trujillo, Wagon Mound,
tention and Mrs. Clark will attend to Limited to 30 days from date of sale,
of SW the ordering of furniture for the new
NE
of NW
SE
stop over privilege at and north of
section 25, T 18 N, R 22 E, 160 opera house.
Pueblo. Final limit October 31st. F.
No.
Mora
in
of
land
acres
County.
son of Major Waddill, H. McBrlde, agent.
John
Waddill,
7957, Rubina Medrano, Los Alamos, N has been spending the greater part of
NW
of NW
SE
of SW
his time of late on the George Watkins
"The Orand Canon of Arizona," a
section 19, T 14 N, R 17 cattle ranch near Deming.
of SE
illustrated volume of 124 pagsuperbly
E, 160 acres of land in San Miguel
The Fourth was celebrated here in es. Fifty cents a copy. Apply to H. S.
MeJose
No.
7958,
Miguel
County.
SE the usual way, with roping, racing, and Lutz, city agent of the Atchison,
of SE
drano, Los Alamos, E
and Santa Fe Railway In the Caof dancing.
section 19, NW
of NE
A dance was given here Saturday tron Block.
section 20, T 14 N, R 17 E, 160
SW
acres of land in San Miguel County.

Mr. and Mrs.

Dem-ing-
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4
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1--

1-- 2

2

4

4

1--

4

2
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To-pe-

1-- 2

ka

1-- 4

4

No. 7959, Toribio Salazar, Ortiz. Colo-

lots 1, 3 and 4.
of NW
rado, E
section 8, T 30 N, R 2 E, 172 acres of
land in Rio Arriba County.
Final Homestead Entries.
No. 3371, Amado J. Nix, Maxwell
of SE
section 15, N
City, SW
secNW
of NE
of NW
tion 22, T 27 N, R 24 E, 160 acres of
land in Colfax County.
Application for Mineral Surveys.
R. C. Pooler and W. B. Kershner,
claimants, have made application to
the surveyor general for the official
survey of the Homesteak, Shelba,
Mammoth, Tennessee, Comstock and
Cora Gibson lode claims located in the
Keystone mining district, Taos County.
The application was granted and Deputy. United States Mineral Surveyor
JoSb H. Walker appointed to make
the survey.
2

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

4

2

1-- 4

Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.
All legal blanks at the New Mexican.
The Santa Fe announces another series of homeseekers' tickets from points
in the middle west to New Mexico and
Arizona, the rate for the round trip
win h one fare nlus $2 and tickets will
be good for 21 days from date of sale.
They will be sold every first and third
Tuesday from May to December.

ACCEPTED.
New York, July 6 At the meeting of
the directors of the Santa Fe Railway
today the resignation of Paul Morton
from the second vice presidency was
accepted but no new second vice presiOld papers for sale
dent will be considered until some
Ican office,
time in August.

at the New

Mex- -

LiiLliftjULtaii.

CLOSING
OUT

SALE!
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
entire stock of
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS, DRAWN WORK, CURIOS, ETC.
At less than Cost

TOURISTS:
Do you know

that you miss half of Santa Fe

If

&
you do not visit our Curio Store Free Museum
Send for Catalogue
&
Sign of the Old Cart

Cor. San Francisco Street and Burro Alley!

